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1.
[An amphora]
[n.d., c.1780.]
Engraving with very fine original hand colour. 250 x
330mm (9¾ x 13"), with large margins.
£280
An illustration of a Corinthian amphora, with panels
showing the patterns of lions and geese on the body
and base. From the Airlie collection, Cortachy Castle.
Stock: 57492

2.
[A lekythos]
[n.d., c.1780.]
Engraving with very fine original hand colour. 230 x
230mm (9 x 9"), with large margins.
£280
An illustration of a Greek lekythos, with a panel of a
woman's head underneath. From the Airlie collection,
Cortachy Castle.

A record of the arrival of Maria de Medici into
Amsterdam after her exile from the French court, with
allegorical plates representing the fall and rise of
France under Henry III and IV.
The plates have numbers added lower right. The
missing plate is 'Arrival in the Haarlemmermeer'. The
extra plate is 'Effigies nobilissimorum et
amplissimorum Dd. consulum qui reip.
Amstelodamensi præfuere tunc' drawn by Thomas de
Keijser and engraved by Jonas Suijderhoef, showing
the four Amsterdam burgomasters hearing of Maria de'
Medici's arrival. This plate was frequently added to the
work. With the bookplate of Charles Viscount Bruce of
Ampthill.
Stock: 57460

Stock: 57491

[Set design] Scena D'Invenzione e
Disegno del Cavalier Bibiena rappresentante
Cortili Diversi Reali.
3.

J.G. Bibiena inven: et delin: A.O. [Ambroglio Orio]
sculp. [n.d., c.1740.]
Engraving. 355 x 500 (14 x 19¾"), with large margins.
Spotting in margins.
£320
A set design for a 'Royal Court', with colonades and
archways.
Giuseppe Galli Bibiena (1696-1757) of Palma was
'First Theatrical Engineer' at the Viennese court of
Holy Roman Emperor Charles VI and his daughter
Maria Theresa from 1723-47, organising festivities
including the Maria's wedding, and designing sets for
theatrics. In 1753 he moved to the court of Frederick
the Great in Berlin.
Stock: 57362

The Lives of the Reformers, Both
Englishmen and Foreigners. comprehending
the General History of the reformation; From
its Beginning, in 1360, by Dr. John Wickliffe,
To its Establishment, in 166, under Queen
Elizabeth. With an Introduction; wherein The
Reformation is amply vindicated, and its
Necessity filly shewn, from the Degeneracy of
the Clergy, and the Tyranny of the Popes. By
Mr. Rolt. The Whole embellished with the
Heads of the Reformers, Elegantly done in
Mezzotinto, by Mr Houston. [In ink on Fontis
"Thos. Norris"].
5.

4.
Medicea Hospes, sive descriptio publicæ
gratulationis qua Serenissimam,
Augustissimamque Reginam, Mariam de
Medicis, excepit Senatus Populusque
Amstelodamensis. Auctore Caspare Barlæo.
Amsterodami, Johannis & Cornelii Blaeu,
MDCXXXVIII [1638].
Folio, with the arms of Charles Butleav on the cover,
full calf gilt, rebacked; pp. (x)+62; frontispiece portrait,
15 (of 16) numbered plates (14 double-page, 1
folding), extra illustrated with one double-page plate.
Front board severely strained, extra plate trimmed to
image and remargined.
£980

London: Printed for E. Bakewell and H. Parker,
opposite Birchin-Lane, Cornhill; J. Robinson, in
Ludgate-Street; and T. Pote in Fleet-Street. MDCLIX
[1759].
Folio, large paper copy, later full calf and marbled
endpapers; pp (xiv)+202; 21 fine mezzotint portraits, as
called for. Front board detached, inner hinge of back
board taped.
£1850
Richard Rolt (1724-70) also wrote poems and librettos:
his 'Almena, an English Opera', with music by Thomas

Arne, successfully produced at Drury Lane Theatre in
1764.
The plates were actually engraved by John Faber senior
c.1715; they were eventually acquired by the
Bakewells, who had them retouched by Richard
Houston, who substituted his own name. CS: Faber snr
58.
Stock: 57456

9.
Morning. [&] Midday. Cottage near
Birmingham. [&] Twilight. Snowden seen from
across Traeth-Mawr, N. Wales.
D. Cox Del.t. R. Reeve Sculp.t. [London, c.1822 by S.
& J. Fuller, 34, Rathbone Place.]
Three fine aquatints, printed in colours and hand
finished. Morning has J. Whatman 1822 watermark,
Sheet 210 x 270mm (8¼ x 10½"). Trimmed within
plate, losing publication line.
£240
The times of day.
Stock: 57505

10.
Harvest Scene. 60
D. Cox Del.t. R. Reecve sculp.t. London, Published
June 1823 by S. & J. Fuller, 34, Rathbone Place.
Aquatint, printed in colours and hand finished. Sheet
210 x 270mm (8¼ x 10½"). Trimmed within plate. £95
A still life of a picnic basket, a keg, a cup and a jacket,
under a fence with foxglove growing in the verge.
Stock: 57502

6.
[An ornamental tree in a classical
planter.]
De Villiers Jeune. Sculp. [n.d., c.1800.]
Soft ground etching. 450 x 340mm (17¾ x 13½"), with
very large margins.
£350
The tree, probably an orange tree, has other potted
plants, birds, urns and ewers in its foliage. From the
Airlie collection, Cortachy Castle.
Stock: 57484

7.
Le petit famille. Gravé par P.C. Canot
d'aprés le dessin Original de même grandeur
inventé et dessiné par Jean Pillement.
C. Norton. London Publish'd according to Act of
Parliament Dec. 26th 1759.
Etching, 18th century watermark. Sheet 335 x 375mm
(13¼ x 14¾"). Trimmed within plate.
£260
A view of a ramshackle house by a river with goats in
the foreground
From a series of three plates, with 'La Petite Montagne'
and 'La petite famille'. Gordon Smith p.77. From the
Airlie collection, Cortachy Castle.
Stock: 57494

8.
Le Petit Pont de pierre. Gravé par C.
Norton d'aprés le Dessin original de même
grandeur inventé et dessiné par Jean Pillement.
C. Norton. London Publish'd according to Act of
Parliament Dec. ye. 26th 1759.
Etching, 18th century watermark. Sheet 335 x 375mm
(13¼ x 14¾"). Trimmed within plate.
£260
A view of a ramshackle three-arched bridge in a rural
landscape, with a ferryman taking a couple across the
river by boat.
From a series of three plates, with 'La Petite Montagne'
and 'Le Petit Pont de pierre.'. Gordon Smith p.80, plate
70. From the Airlie collection, Cortachy Castle.
Stock: 57493

11.
Mackerel.
D. Cox Del.t. R. Reecve sculp.t. London, Published
June 1823 by S. & J. Fuller, 34, Rathbone Place.
Aquatint, printed in colours and hand finished. Sheet
210 x 270mm (8¼ x 10½"). Trimmed within plate,
affecting publication line.
£140
A still life of three fish, a basket and a pot on a table.
Stock: 57501

12.
[Still life of pots & bottles.] 53.
D. Cox, Del.t. T. Sutherland, Sculp.t. London, Pub.
March 1st 1821 by S. & J. Fuller, 34, Rathbone Place.
Aquatint, printed in colours and hand finished. Sheet
210 x 270mm (8¼ x 10½"). Trimmed within plate.
£130
A broken pot, two bottles and an ewer on a table.
Stock: 57500

13.
[Floral still life.] Tiré du Cabinet de M.r
le Brun d'apres le Tableau original hauteur 16
pouc. ½ larg. 13 pouc. ½,
Rachel Ruisch Pinx. Vandermeer Sculp. a Paris chez
Chereau et Joubert rue des Mathurins aux deux Pilliers
d'or [n.d., c.1788].
Engraving with etching. 280 x 220mm (11 x 8¾").
Small margins.
£160
A still life with cut roses and insects, painted by Rachel
Ruysch (1664-1750).
From 'Galerie des peintres flamands hollandais et
allemands', a set reproducing paintings by Dutch,
Flemish and German masters from the collection of J.
B. Lebrun, engraved by various artists from 1777 to
1790 (or 1791), and published in 3 volumes, in 1792
and 1794. The plates were issued in series of twelve.
From the Airlie collection, Cortachy Castle.
Stock: 57499

14.
[Four Elements.] Terra. [&] Aer. [&]
Ingis. [&] Aqua. 1 [-4]

16.
[Terrier and Ferrets.]
TB [Thomas Blinks]. Published 1st June 1889, by
Arthur Rayner, 26, Francis St Tottenham Court Road,
London. Copyright reserved.
Etching on chine collé. 600 x 460mm (23½ x 18") very
large margins.
£260
A fox terrier standing in front of a pair of caged ferrets.

Stef. de la Bella invent fecit. ex. Cum Privil. Regis
Christ.
Set of four etchinga. each 85 x 195mm (3¼ x 7¾"),
large margins. Laid on album paper, one sheet. £490
The set of Four Elements: Earth & Air are landscapes;
Fire and Water are seascapes, Fire with a ships on fire,
Water with a storm.
Etched by Stefano della Bella (1610-54), one of the
greatest of Italian printmakers, whose diverse output,
characterised by the compression of great precision and
detail into small composions, has been the focus of a
number of exhibitions and scholarly publications in
recent years. It was also influential on later seventeenth
century printmakers such as François Collignon and
Israel Silvestre. De Vesme 753-6., states ii of iii. From
the Airlie collection, Cortachy Castle.

17.
[The rooftops of Oxford, with the
Radcliffe Camera.]

Stock: 57495

Stock: 57383

Stock: 57264

Monk.
The original pencil sketch on paper for the etching,
sheet 390 x 555mm (15¼ x 21¾"), on Whatman paper
watermarked with date 1901. Stitch holes around
image.
£650
A pencil sketch by British etcher William Monk
(1863–1937).
18.
[Christchurch Meadow.]
Monk [William Monk.] [n.d., c.1908.]
Etching. 240 x 345mm (9½ x 13½") very large
margins.
2nd state, with the addition of clouds.
British etcher William Monk (1863–1937).

£250

Stock: 57378

19.
[Christchurch Meadow.]
Monk [William Monk.] July 8, 1908 [pencil].
Etching. 240 x 345mm (9½ x 13½") very large
margins.
1st state, before the addition of clouds.
British etcher William Monk (1863–1937).

£280

Stock: 57377

15.
[Cairn Terriers.] [Hope.]
Herbert Dicksee [pencil signature.] Published at 10
Clare Street, Bristol, By Frost & Reed Ltd. of Bristol,
& London, 1929. Copyright. Copyright 1929 by Frost
& Reed Ltd. (of Bristol, England) in the United States
of America.
Etching, signed by the artist. 290 x 420mm (11½ x
16½"). Framed, with printed title label pasted on
backboard. Unexamined out of original frame. £1450
The image shows the black terrier laid down with the
white terrier sat in front of him. The label reads:
'''Hope'' (Cairn Terriers). A New Original Etching by
Herbert Dicksee R.E.'.
Herbert Dicksee and his family owned a variety of
different breeds of dogs which enabled him to paint
them from life, such as “Hope”. The Cairn is one of the
native Scottish Breeds and from the 17th century had
been used in the Western Highlands and the Isle of
Skye to keep down vermin which were a threat to
game. They often worked in small packs and they take
their name from the Cairn - small outcrop of stones,
common in the highland moors.
Stock: 57225

20.
[New College, Oxford, rear view.]
[by William Monk.]
Pencil sketch on paper, sheet 390 x 555mm (15¼ x
21¾"), on Whatman paper watermarked with date
1901. Stitch holes around image.
£580
A pencil sketch, probably a sketch for an etching, by
British etcher William Monk (1863–1937).
Stock: 57376

21.
[The entrance gate to Queen's College
from the High Street.]
[by William Monk.] [n.d., c.1910.]
Pencil sketch on paper, sheet 390 x 555mm (15¼ x
21¾"), on Whatman paper.
£490
A pencil sketch, probably a design for an etching by
British etcher William Monk (1863–1937).
Stock: 57382

22.
[The Garden Gate of Trinity College,
Erected 1713.]
[William] Monk 1901.
Etching proof 300 x 380mm (11¾ x 15"), large
margins.
£160
A view of the ornamental gates of the college, also
published as 'The Oxford Almanack for the Year of our
Lord God M.DCCCC.II.'
Stock: 57381

23.
The Garden Gate of Trinity College,
Erected 1713. The Oxford Almanack for the
Year of our Lord God M.DCCCC.II. [1902]
[William] Monk 1901. Printed at the Clarendon Press,
by Horace Hart, M.A., Printer to the University; - and
published by Henry Frowde, M.A., Oxford University
Press Warehouse, Amen Corner, London, E.C.
Etching set in letterpress, sheet 760 x 560mm (30 x
22"). Central fold, spotting.
£95
A view of the ornamental gates of the college, with an
almanack and a list of the University staff.
Stock: 57380

24.
Alas Poor Thomas!
C.W.B. [Coplestone Warre Bampfylde] 1786.
Publish'd 25th. July, 1788, by Rob.t Sayer, 53, Fleet
Street, London.
Mezzotint. Sheet 320 x 220mm (12½ x 8¾"). Trimmed
within plate.
£160
An oval scene of three people standing over a grave
mound, with three lines of music underneath.
Stock: 57316

A Military Divertimento for the Piano
Forte with an Accompaniment for a Flute
Violin and Bass ad libitum Composed and
Humbly Dedicated (by Permission) to His
Royal Highness The Duke of Cumberland by
K. Von Esch.
25.

was put out, in which he providentially
escaped, but greatly wounded in the Hand and
Thigh.
Painted by J. Hoppner. Engrav'd by H. Hudson.
Publish'd May 1. 1786, by J. Walker Printseller,
No.148 Strand, near Sommerset Place.
Scarce mezzotint. Sheet 510 x 610mm (20 x 24").
Trimmed close to plate, some restoration.
£980
Extremely rare print, apparently published to capitalise
on the popularity of Valentine Green's 'Youth rescued
from a Shark'.
Stock: 57374

T. King sc. 411 Strand. London Printed by Broderip &
Wilkinson 13 Haymarket where may be had all this
Authors works [n.d., c.1800].
Etching. 280 x 200mm (11 x 8"). Trimmed within plate
on right.
£160
A music cover, featuring a scroll draped over a piano
and other musical instruments.
Stock: 57318

26.

London Fashions for the Summer of

1833.
Published and Sold by G. Walker, 20, Southampton St.
Bloomsbury Sq.re
Framed very scarce hand-coloured lithograph. Image
size: 560 x 585mm (22 x 23"). Unexamined out of
frame.
£750
A large fashion plate showing the various fashions in
men's and boy's clothing in the summer of 1833. The
plate is divided into two halves, the bottom showing
outer and domestic urban wear while the top shows
formal wear and country sportswear.
Stock: 57418

27.
The Rescue from an Alligator. A
Gentleman Bathing by Moon light, at Fort
Passage in Jamaica, an Alligator siezed him by
the thigh, and attempted to drag him into deep
Water; but opening his mouth to take a better
hold, the Gentleman thrust his arm down his
throat, and held fast by something resembling
a Gullet, which sickening the creature,
prevented his being devoured. A Negro Boy
being on the beach, ran for assistance. a Boat

28.
A Tigress.
Engraved by John Murphy by Permission of Mr.
George Stubbs from the Picture Painted by himself and
in his Possession. London, Published July 27, 1798 by
J. Murphy, North side Paddington Green.
Rare mezzotint. Sheet 490 x 620mm (19¼ x 24¼").
Framed. Thread margins. Unexamined out of frame.
£12500
A superb example of the finest images produced in the
history of mezzotint, depicting a a recumbent tigress,
probably the Royal Tiger in Stubbs's possession when
he died.
The painting had originally been engraved by John
Dixon in 1772; however that mezzotint plate had been
destroyed, so John Murphy was allowed to engrave a
new plate. Lennox-Boyd 133: ii of ii.
Stock: 57221

The BM has a unlettered proof, but the inscriptions are
below the cut here. Other impressions listed were
published by Frederick de Wit and Gerard Valck. From
the collection of Pierre-Jean Mariette (1694-1774),
with the signature of his paternal grandfather Pierre
Mariette (1634-1716), a Parisian publisher, on
reverse.
Stock: 57438

33.
The Christmas Pudding.
[T. Webster R.A. pinx.t. W. Ridgway Sculp.t.]
London, Virtue & Co. [n.d., 1868.]
Steel engraving. Sheet 225 x 290mm (9 x 11½").
Trimmed within plate, tear taped, stains.
£65
A large group around a dining table, the Christmas
pudding before the woman on the left.

[Jonah and the Whale] Immanis Jonam
Triduanum hic Evomit Alvi E Latebris Pistrix,
Postquam Mandata Recoxit.
29.

Stock: 57333

MHeems. Inve. [published by Philips Galle.]
Engraving, watermark. Sheet 205 x 250mm (8 x 9¾").
Trimmed to plate.
£240
Jonah being vomited onto dry land by a fantastical
whale. Above is the figure of God in clouds. Behind is
an Italianate town and the rising sun.
A fine, early impression, still showing the engraver's
guide lines in the title. H: 269
Stock: 57454

30.
[Susanna and the Elders.] Turpe Senilis
Amor.
[n.d., c.1700.]
Engraving, 17th century watermark. Sheet 365 x
280mm (14¾ x 11"). Trimmed within plate.
£260
A naked Susanna washing at a pool with a sea-monster
fountain. The elders lurk in the background.
Stock: 57433

Representation De La Joute Qui S'est
Faite Sur La Riviere De Sein... Le Jour De La
Feste Donnee Par La Ville De Paris, A
L'Occasion Du Mariage De Madame LouiseElisabeth De France, Et De Dom Philippe
Infant Et Grand Amiral D'Espagne.
31.

Jac. Rigaud del. et Sculp. [n.d., c. 1740] but later.
Engraving, plate 160 x 310mm (6¼ x 12¼"), with large
margins on three sides. Small bottom margin.
£160
A view on the river Seine of water jousting, one of the
festivities given by the City of Paris, on the occasion of
the Wedding of Marie Louise-Elisabeth of France
(1727 – 1759), & Infante Philip, Duke of Parma (1720
–1765). With key.
Stock: 57419

32.
[Attack of robbers in a cave.]
[P. de Laer Pinxit. C. Visscher Fecit.] [Amsterdam,
Cornelis Visscher, c.1660.]
Engraving with etching. Sheet 320 x 385mm (12½ x
15¼"). Trimmed within plate, losing inscriptions(?),
damage in corners, old ink mss bottom right corner.
£260
Riders attack a coach in a cavernous tunnel.

[Dutch interior.] Tiré du Cabinet de M.r
le Brun
34.

Ostade pinx. Terminé par J.B. LeBas en 1771. à Paris
chez L'auteur rue de Gros Chenet No 47 et chez
Poignant rue de Hôtel Serpente [n.d., c.1788].
Engraving. 215 z 170mm (8½ x 6¾") very large
margins.
£160
Three Dutch peasants looking at a printed broadside.
On the table is a pack of cards.
From the series 'Galerie des peintres flamands,
hollandais et allemands de Le Brun', 1777-1791. From
the Airlie collection, Cortachy Castle.
Stock: 57497

35.
[Flemish interior with a boy acrobat.]
Tiré du Cabinet de M.r le Brun.
Q. Messis. Guyard. à Paris chez L'auteur rue du Gros
Chenet No.47 et chez Poignant rue et Hôtel Serpente.
[n.d. c.1780.]
Engraving with etching. 205 x 245mm (8 x 9¾"), large
margins.
£160

Interior of a Flemish inn, with several peasants
watching a young boy performing acrobatics.
From the first volume of 'Galerie des peintres flamands
hollandais et allemands', a set reproducing paintings by
Dutch, Flemish and German masters from the
collection of J. B. Lebrun, engraved by various artists
from 1777 to 1790 (or 1791), and published in 3
volumes, in 1792 and 1794. The plates were issued in
series of twelve. From the Airlie collection, Cortachy
Castle.

A satyr chastises a peasant for blowing on his food,
after he had blown on his hands to keep them warm.
The satyr says ''I can no longer consider you as a
friend, a fellow who with the same breath blows hot
and cold".
One of several paintings by Jacob Jordaens (15931678) based on one of Æsop's fables. According to the
BM the original painting is in the Kunstmuseum in
Göteborg, with another version in the Musées Royaux
des Beaux-Arts, Brussels. BM 1873,1213.588.

Stock: 57498

Stock: 57441

38.
[The illustrations from Sir Thomas
Hanmer's 'Works of Shakespear'.]
F.Hayman Inv. H. Gravelot Sculp. [Oxford: University
Press, c.1743-4.]
Original wrappers; 39 engraved plates, in ink on frontis
"Thos. Norris"; c.250 x 175mm (9¾ x 7"), with very
large margins. Binding strained, some plates with small
tears in margins, damp staining and age-toning. £850
The complete set of 36 scenes engraved by Hubert
Gravelot after Francis Hayman. The other three plates
are a portrait of Shakespeare after Houbraken, his
memorial in Holy Trinity Church at Stratford-uponAvon and Scheemakers' 18th-century monument in
Poets' Corner, Westminster Abbey.
The Oxford University Press published a deluxe sixvolume illustrated edition of Shakespeare, the first
complete edition to be published outside London. The
fine bindings and the quality of the illustrations made
the edition very popular; however Sir Thomas Hanmer
(1677-1746, a Speaker of the House of Commons) had
edited the text (not present here) with his own
conjectures, without indictating what he had changed.
'William Shakespeare: A Textual Companion' (1997)
describes the edition as ''one of the worst in the
eighteenth century''.

[The Swing] Les Hazards Heureux de
l'Escarpolettes. Dédiés à Monsieur Honoré
Fragonard, Peintre du Roi Par son très humble
et très Obeissant [Serviteur et ami De Launay.]
36.

Peint par H.Fragonard de l'Académie Royale de
Peinture et Sculpture. Gravé par N. de Launay, de la
même Académie, et de celle des Arts de Dannemark.
Paris chez De Launay, Graveur du Roi. [n.d., c.1780].
Rare engraving with etching. Sheet 590 x 440mm (23¼
x 17¼"). Cut. Trimmed within plate, affecting
dedication text and bottom of the vignette. A few small
repairs to edges.
£1200
Fragonard's iconic image of an elegant young woman
on a swing, kicking off her slipper. She is being pushed
by an older man who is oblivious to the young man
lying in the bushes looking up her skirts.
The painting, considered to be one of the masterpieces
of the Rococo era, is now in the Wallace Collection.
Stock: 57371

37.
[The Satyr and the Peasant.] Iste frigus
& ardorem [...]
J. Jordaens, pinxit. Vosterman scul: Cum Privilegÿs
Reg: [n.d., c.1621.]
Engraving. 415 x 405mm (16¼ x 15¾). Thread
margins, repairs to left platemark.
£320

Stock: 57459

39.
[Deianeira receiving the poisoned tunic
from centaur Nessus.]
[after Peter Paul Rubens.] [n.d., c.1700.]
Engraving. 335 x 230mm (13¼ x 9"). Laid on card,
some scuffing, evidence of a crack in the printing plate.
£260
The centaur Nessus, dying from a poisoned arrow shot
by Hercules, persuades Deianeira, the wife of Hercules,
to take his shirt, which has been poisoned by his blood.
Hercules later put it on and, in agony, threw himself
onto a funeral pyre, after which Deianira committed
suicide.
Stock: 57444

40.
[Diana & Callisto]. 10 Alta 12 Lata 96
I Titian pinxit. T. van Kessel fecit. [n.d., 1656.]
Etching with engraving, 17th century watermark. Sheet
375 x 450mm (14¾ x 17¾"). Trimmed within plate,
vertical fold, laid on thick 18th century card.
£260
Callisto, a nymph, is discovered to be pregnant by
Jupiter and is expelled from Diana's group.
Plate 96 from 246 plates of David Teniers' 'Theatre of
Paintings'.
Stock: 57445

41.
Hercules présenté à Jupiter et Junon.
[Engraved by Jean Francois Janinet after JeanGuillaume Moitte.] [Paris: J.G. Depeuille?, c.1790.]
Aquatint with etching, 155 x 250mm (6 x 9¾"), within
original printed mount with letterpress title, total 230 x
325mm (9 x 12¾").
£180
Hercules being presented to Jupiter and Juno by
Mercury and Minerva. Ganymede steps forward to
offer Hercules a drink. From the Airlie collection,
Cortachy Castle.
Stock: 57479

42.
Les Muses présentées à Minerve.
[Engraved by Jean Francois Janinet after JeanGuillaume Moitte.] [Paris: J.G. Depeuille?, c.1790.]
Aquatint with etching, 155 x 250mm (6 x 9¾"), within
original printed mount with letterpress title, total 230 x
325mm (9 x 12¾").
£180
Five of the Muses approach Minerva. From the Airlie
collection, Cortachy Castle.
Stock: 57480

45.
[James Fitzjames, duke of Berwick upon
Tweed] Serenissimus Princeps Jacobus Dux de
Berwick&c.
Jenary pinxit Drevet sculp Offerebat Humillimus
Servus Joannes Farely Presbiter Kilmoriensis 1693
Engraving, scarce; sheet 490 x 400mm (19¼ x 15¾").
Trimmed to image; slight crease through centre. £350
A large 17th century portrait of James Fitzjames, duke
of Berwick upon Tweed (1670-1734), army officer in
the French service. The illegitimate son of James II,
Berwick followed his father to Ireland after the
Glorious Revolution before being ordered to France in
1691. This portrait was made in 1693, the year that he
was captured by his uncle George Churchill during the
battle of Landen (a frosty interview took place with
William III before he was released in exchange for
James Butler, second duke of Ormond).
Large engraving by Pierre Drevet after Benedetto
Gennari II (bap.1633-d.1715), Italian painter in
London from 1674 before following James II to the
court in exile at Saint-Germain-en-Laye where he
stayed for three years. Sharp: 316 iv of iv
Stock: 42386

46.
The Right Honourable James Earl of
Derwentwater.

43.
[Venus with a lute player and Cupid.]
Pichler. [n.d., c.1800.]
Mezzotint. 600 x 845mm (23½ x 33¼"). Some foxing.
£2000
A very large and impressive scene of Venus lying
naked, holding a flute being crowned with a garland by
Cupid, with a man playing the lute, reading from
music.
Titian painted several versions of this scene.
Provenance: Cabinet Brentano - Birkenstock/ Johann
Melchior von Birckenstock (1738-1809) [L. 345]; Fritz
Reiss [L. 2178]; Probably his sale, Christie's, London,
18th and 19th December, 1923; Humphrey Minto
Wilson (fl. 1938-1951) Thence by descent to the
present owner.
Stock: 57392

44.
Les Isles Britanniques Suivant les
Nouvelles Observations de Mess.rs de
l'Academie Royale des Sciences, etc.
Augmentées de Nouveau. [&] l'Europe [...]
A Amsterdam Chez Covens & Mortier [n.d., c.1730].
Two engraved maps. Both 235 x 305mm (9¼ x 12").
Pasted back to back. Tape over edge of Europe. £260
Two maps originally published in Pieter van der Aa's
'Atlas Curieux'.
Stock: 57340

[Engraved by George Vertue after Sir Godfrey
Kneller.] [n.d., c.1740.]
Engraving. Framed, visible area 375 x 270mm (14¾ x
10¾"). Unexamined out of frame.
£160
James Radclyffe (1689-1716), 3rd Earl of
Derwentwater, wearing wig, cravat, and robes, and
holding a coronet.
The grandson of Charles II and Moll Davis, he was
executed for treason having supported the Jacobite
cause.
Stock: 57231

47.
[Maria Clementia Sobieska] La Princesse
Sobieski.]
Trevisani Romæ Pinxit en 1721. AParis chez F.
Chereau rue S. Jacques aux deux Pilliers dor Avec Pri.
du Roi [n.d., c.1725.]
Engraving. Framed, visible area 235 x 170mm (8¾ x
6¾"). Unexamined out of frame.
£160
Maria Clementina Sobieska (1702-35), granddaughter
of King Jan Sobieki III, married James Francis Edward
Stuart (the 'Old Pretender') in 1719 in the Chapel of
episcopal palace of Montefiascone, Italy in the
Cathedral of Santa Margherita. Following their
marriage they were invited to reside in Rome at the
special request of Pope Clement XI, who
acknowledged them as King and Queen of England,
Scotland and Ireland. Sharpe: 181.
Stock: 57232

48.
Cha.s Edward Stuart. Literary Magazine
& British Review.
Anker Smith sculp.t [after Louis Torqué]. [n.d.,
c.1790.]
Engraving. 175 x 115mm (6¾ x 4½) very large
margins on 3 sides. Trimmed to plate on left, spotting.
£75

A half-length Charles Edward Stuart, known as the
Young Pretender and Bonnie Prince Charlie, in
armour. Not in Sharpe.

future George IV in an act which symbolically brought
the Jacobite cause to a close. See Sharpe: 265 for
similar.

Stock: 57241

Stock: 57234

52.
[The Old Pretender] Jacobus III D.G.
Britanniarum Imperator 1702. Le Roy
d'Angleterre.
S. Thomassin Sculptor Regius Sculp 1702. Se vend a
Paris Chez Thomassin rue St Jacques vis a vis la rue du
Platre a limage S.Jean. Avec Privil. [n.d., c.1720].
Fine engraving, pt. 17th century watermark. 230 x
185mm (9 x 7¼") with very large margins.
£320
A medallion portait of James Francis Edward Stuart,
called the 'Old Pretender' for claiming the throne as
James III after the death of his father in exile. Sharpe
123.
Stock: 57426

49.
[Bonnie Prince Charlie on horseback.]
[n.d., c.1750.]
Unrecorded engraving, extremely rare. Sheet 205 x
145mm (8 x 5¾"). Trimmed to edge of image on three
sides, vertical fold.
£550
An equestrian portrait of Charles Edward Stuart, the
Young Pretender, during the Jacobite rebellion of
1745. A battle is vaguely depicted in the background.
Not in Sharpe.
Stock: 57239

50.
[Charles Edward Stuart] Everso Missus
Succurrere Seclo.
[Engraved by Robert Strange after Allan Ramsay.] A
Paris chez Chererau rue S.t Jacques. _ C.P.R. [n.d.,
c.1780.]
Engraving. Framed. 285 x 200mm (11¼ x 8"), large
margins. Unexamined out of frame.
£160
A half-length portrait of Prince Charles Edward Stuart
(1720-88) painted in Edinburgh by Allan Ramsay
during the 1745 Jacobite Rebellion. The motto means
'sent to restore the ruins of the age'
The portrait was engraved by Strange shortly
afterwards but soon sold out. The printing plate
survived and is in now in the collection of the R.A.
Strange 216.
Stock: 57233

Le Prince Henry Benoist 2d Fils de Jacq.
Stuard, né à Rome le 25. Mars 1725.
51.

[n.d. c.1750.]
Engraving. Sheet 260 x 165mm (10¼ x 6½"). Framed.
Trimmed within plate. Unexamined out of frame. £160
Henry Benedict Maria Clement Stuart (1725-1807),
son of Prince James Francis Edward Stuart.
Son of the exiled James II and younger brother of
'Bonnie Prince Charlie' (the 'Young Pretender'), he
abandoned the Jacobite cause for the Church after the
Jacobite Rebellion of 1745, becoming Cardinal York in
1747. He bequeathed the Stuart crown jewels to the

53.
Jacques III. Roy de ka Grande Bretagne.
Presenté à Sa Majesté, ;e 21.e Juin 1712, jour
de son Auguste Naissance, Par son tres humble,
tres Obeissant, & tres dévoté Serviteur AlexisSimon Belle.
Peint par A.S. Belle Peinter de S.M. Brit. Gravé par F.
Chereau. A Paris chez l'Auteur ruë du Four Faubourg
St Jermain attenant la porte de la Foire.
Fine engraving. 410 x 270mm (16 x 10½"). Small
margins.
£320
Oval portrait of James Francis Edward Stuart (16881766), known as the 'Old Pretender' for assuming the
title of James III despite being in exile.
Alexis Simon Belle (1674-1734) was James's 'peintre
ordinaire du Roy d'Angleterre', producing a number of
propaganda portraits that were smuggled across the
Channel to Jacobite supporters. Sharpe: 128, iv of iv.
Stock: 57437

54.
Jacques Troisieme Roy d'Angleterre
d'Ecosse et d'Irelande.
Vanschuppe P. Gravé par E. Desrochers. à Paris chés
Daumont rue St Martin [n.d, c.1750].
Engraving. 155 x 105mm (6 x 4¼"). Framed.
Unexamined out of frame.
£120
A portrait of James Francis Edward Stuart (1688-1766)
in armour. The son of James II, he earned the
nickname of the 'Old Pretender' but styling himself
James III.
The original painting was commissioned by Sir
William Waldegrave c.1702. Sharpe: 148, state ii of ii.
Stock: 57350

55.
James Francis Edward Prince of Wales
& Prince and Great Steward of Scotl &c.
Largillierre pinxit. Se vend Chez Gantrel rue St Jacque
a limage St. Maur.
Engraving. Framed, visible area 190 x 130mm (7½ x
5"). Unexamined out of frame.
£160
A portrait of James Francis Edward Stuart (1688-1766)
as a young boy, in a dress. The son of James II, he
earned the nickname of the 'Old Pretender' but styling
himself James III. Sharpe: 92, state ii of ii.
Stock: 57230

56.
[William Boyd, 4th Earl of Kilmarnock]
Miss Cameron. Miss Macdonald. How happy
could I be with either / were t'other dear
Charmer away. / Beg. Op.
[London Magazine, 1747.]
Engraving. Sheet 105 x 185mm (4 x 7¼"). A little
staining, trimmed within plate, laid on album paper.
£280
Three medallion portraits: an untitled one of William
Boyd, 4th Earl of Kilmarnock (1709-1746), flanked by
portraits of two women. He was captured at the Battle
of Cullodon and executed.
The lines from John Gay's 'Beggar's Opera' refer to his
statement after his capture: ''for the two Kings and their
rights, I cared not a farthing which prevailed; but I was
starving''. Sharpe 699, state i of ii, misidentified as
Charles Edward Stuart; BM Satires 2853.
Stock: 57243

57.
[Monument to the Royal Stuarts] Iacobo
III / Iacobi II Magnae Brit Regis Filio / Karolo
Eduardo / et Henrico Decano Patrum
Cardinalium /Iacobi III Filiis / Regiae Stirpis
Stuardiae Postremis / ANNO M DCCC XIX.
Ant. Canova inv. e scolpi in marmo.
G. Tognoli dis. Dom. Marchetti incise. [n.d., c.1820.]
Engraving. Framed, visible area 475 x 345mm (18¾ x
13½"). Unexamined out of frame. Creasing at bottom.
£240
A view of the memorial to the last Jacobite Stuarts in
exile, James Francis Edward (the Old Pretender) and
his sons Charles Edward Stuart (the Young Pretender)
and Cardinal Henry Benedict Stuart (the last Stuart to
claim the throne of England, as Henry IX).
The monument, in St. Peter's Basilica in the Vatican,
was sculpted by Antonio Canova after the death of
Henry in 1807. Now that the last Jacobite threat was
ended, George IV felt able to contribute to the costs.
Sharpe.

T.G. Dutton, Del. et Lith. Day & Son, Lith.rs to the
Queen. London, Published by W.m Foster, 114
Fenchurch St. [n.d., c.1854.]
Tinted lithograph with hand colour. Printed area 355 x
460mm (14 x 18"). Mount burn.
£850
A tea clipper, launched 1854, 878 old tons., capable of
stowing 880,800 lbs of tea. Her maiden voyage was a
race to Sydney beating an American Clipper with a
time of in 73 days. She made several successful round
trips to China (although she fouled the Calais to Ostend
submarine telegraph cable with her anchor in 1857). In
1859, en route to Shanghai, she collided with the steam
tug African in the Thames and had to be dry-docked
for repairs at Deptford. After a month the voyage
continued, but she sprang a leak in the Sunda Straits
and, having been towed to Batavia, she was
condemned.
Stock: 57369

Stock: 57227

58.
Brigantin donnant chasse a une Felouque
et prest alaborder. Brigantin Attaqueerende
een Sloep.
A Amsterdam chez Gerard Valk Avec Privilege [n.d.,
c.1724.]
Engraving. 440 x 560mm (17¼ x 22"), very large
margins. Scruffy margins at edges.
£350
A scene of a brigantine chasing a felucca. It was
originally published in Pierre Mortier's 'Le Neptune
francois, ou, Atlas nouveau des cartes marines' in 1703;
this example comes from the Valck reissue of 1724.
Stock: 57347

59.
Clipper Barque ''Spirit of the Age''. G.H.
Heaton, Commander. To Mr John Pile,
Shipbuilder, Sunderland & West Hartlepool,
T.A. Gibb, Esq. & Owners, this print is most
respectfully dedicated by their obedient
Servant, W.m Foster.

60.
[Clipper Ship ''Swiftsure'', 1326 Tons. V.
Stacpole Commander. ]
[T.G. Dutton, Del. et Lith. Day & Son, Lith.rs to the
Queen.] [London, Published by W.m Foster, 114
Fenchurch St.] [n.d., c.1860.]
Tinted lithograph with hand colour, proof before title.
Printed area 305 x 470mm (12 x 18½"). Mount burn.
£850
The 'Swiftsure', shown flying the Green Blackwall line
house flag and the 'pilot jack' (signal for a pilot),
inward bound off Dover, with Shakespeare Cliff under
her stern.
A clipper built by William Hall in Boston,
Massachussetts and launched 1854 with the name
'Fatherland'. She was renamed 'Swiftsure' in 1860 when
she was bought by R. & H. Green to carry emigrants to

Australia for the gold rush. See Diaries of John
Mortlock & Fredrick Dodge Latrobe Lib.
Stock: 57370

61.
West Indiaman.
[n.d., c.1850.]
Wood engraving with fine original hand colour. Sheet
180 x 290mm (7 x 11½"). Trimmed to printed border
and around title, laid on album paper.
£130
A trading ship approaching a West Indian island with
two high peaks.
Stock: 57261

sailed from Algeciras, and the British force followed
them, catching the trailing ships in the Second Battle of
Algeciras and opening fire at 11:20. A confused night
action followed. Ultimately the French and Spanish
fleets were successful in their aim of uniting at Cadiz,
albeit after heavy losses, but they were still under
blockade and in no position to realise either the
Egyptian or Portuguese plans. The two battles proved
decisive in cementing British control of the
Mediterranean Sea and condemning the French army in
Egypt to defeat, totally unsupported by reinforcements
from the French Navy.
Stock: 57424

To Sir James Saumarez Bar.t and
Knight of the Bath and Admiral of the Blue &
c, This Plate representing the Gallant attack of
the French Squadron under the Batteries of
Algeciras taken from a Drawing made by
Captain Jahleel Brenton of the Caesar bearing
the rear Adm.tis Flag Is with permission
dedicated by his most Obedient humble Serv.t
Edw.d Harding. The Gift of Sir John Dumar
esq's Family to Jeanneton Trachy March 6th
1819 [in brown ink].
62.

Capt.n Brenton del. Hubert & Stadler Sculpt. Pub. Jan
1 1802 by E. Harding N.o 98 Pall Mall, for the Benefit
of the Widows and Orphan sof those Brave Men who
Fought and Fell on that glorious Occasion.
Coloured aquatint, plate 520 x 665mm (20½ x 22¼"),
with small margins. Some time staining and a couple of
brown spots.
£850
A view of the fighting during the Algeciras campaign;
an attempt by a French naval squadron to join a French
and Spanish fleet at Cadiz during June and July 1801
during the French Revolutionary War. However to
reach Cadiz the French squadron had to pass the
British naval base at Gibraltar, which housed the
squadron tasked with blockading Cadiz. The British
squadron was commanded by Rear-Admiral Sir James
Saumarez (1757 – 1836). After a successful voyage
between Toulon and Gibraltar, in which a number of
British vessels were captured, the squadron anchored at
Algeciras. On 6 July 1801, Saumarez attacked the
anchored squadron, in the First Battle of Algeciras. In
the aftermath of the first battle, both sides set about
making urgent repairs and calling up reinforcements.
In the evening of 12 July the French and Spanish fleet

63.
[Glorious First of June] To the Memory
of the Brave Cap.t John Harvey, the Officers
and Crew who fell in the Action, and to the
Surviving Officers and Crew of His Majesty's
Ship the Brunswick, This Print Representing
the Brunswick after breaking the Enemy's
Line, as second astern to Admiral Earl Howe
on the first of June 1794 Grappled to, and
engaging Le Vengeur with her starboard guns,
and totally dismasting L'Achille in an attempt
to board on the larboard Quarter is
Respectfully inscribed by Nicholas Pocock.
Painted by Nicholas Pocock. Engraved by R.Pollard.
London. Published Feb.y 16th 1796 by Nich.s Pocock,
Great George Street, Westminster.
Coloured aquatint. 480 x 650mm (19 x 25½"), on
Whatman paper with very large margins. Tear touching
bottom plate mark taped.
£720
A large and fine Battle scene with excellent colour.
The 'Battle of the Glorious First of June', fought
between the Royal Navy under Admiral Earl Howe and
a French fleet of 26 ships of the line under RearAdmiral Villaret-Joyeuse, protecting a convoy of grain
ships from America bound for a desperate France.
Although the British won the exchange, the grain
convoy escaped intact. Parker: 102 T
Stock: 57473

[Battle of The Nile.] To the Right
Honorable Horatio Nelson, Baron Nelson of the
Nile, & of Burham Thorpe in the County of
Norfolk, Knight of the Most Honorable
Military Order of the Bathm and Rear
Admiral of the Red, and the Captain, Officers
64.

and Seamen of the Squadron under His
Command, This Print, representing the
Glorious Victory over the French Fleetm on
the Night of the 1st August 1798, in the Bay of
Bequieres, is respectfully inscribed by Nicolas
Pocock.
Painted by Nich.ls Pocock. Engrav's by Rob.t Pollard.
London, Publish'd April 13th 1799 by Nich.ls Pocock,
Great George Street, Westminster.
Very fine coloured aquatint. Sheet 475 x 635mm (18¾
x 25"). Trimmed to plate, tear in inscription area taped,
a few other small tears and nicks.
£680
The night Battle of the Nile, with L'Orient on fire,
lighting the scene. The remarque features Britannia and
a seamonster. Parker:134 L

66.
The Death of Nelson. From the AltoRelievo by J.E. Carew, from the Front Panel in
the Nelson Column, Trafalgar Square.
J.E. Carew [pencil signature]. Day & Son, Lith.rs to the
Queen. [n.d., c.1849.]
Rare tinted lithograph. Sheet 640 x 675mm (25¼ x
26½") very large margins. Repaired tears, one entering
image at top.
£480
The huge bronze relief panel on the front of the
pedestal of Nelson's column, by Irish sculptor John
Edward Carew (c. 1782-1868), installed in December
1849.
Stock: 57238

Stock: 57472

[Battle of the Saintes] To Lord Rodney
Adm.l of the White, Lord Hood, Sir Francis
Samuel Drake, Bar.t Rear Adnls of the Blue,
Sir Edmund Affleck Bar.t Commodore, The
several Captains and Officers, This
Representation of the glorious, brilliant and
decisive Victory, obtained by His Majesty's
Fleet under their Command, over the French
Fleet, commanded by the Admiral Count de
Grasse, on the 12th April 1782, for which they
received the thanks of both Houses of
Parliament. Is with all due Respect inscribed
by their most obedient Servant, Richard Paton.
65.

Painted by Rich.d Paton. Engraved by James Fittler.
John Boydell excudit 1783. Publish'd May 1st. 1783.
by John Boydell, Engraver, in Cheapside, London.
Coloured engraving. 505 x 680mmm (20 x 26¾").
Repaired tear entering plate at top, repairs in margins,
slight mount burn, a few spots.
£750
A very large battle scene in good condition. A view of
the climax of the four-day Battle of the Saintes, with
Rodney breaking the French line (the first time it was
used as a tactic), capturing four ships of the line and
destroying another.
This victory over the French at the culmination of the
American Revolutionary War was important as it saved
the British colonies in the West Indies and gave Britain
a better position at the peace negotiations. Parker 88 E
Stock: 57474

67.
A Prospect of the Town and harbour of
Carthagena, taken by the English, under ye
Brave Adm:l Vernon.
[London: W. Rayner, c.1741.]
Scarce etching. 340 x 480mm (13½ x 19"), with very
large margins. Tear at centre fold, centre fold as issued.
£750
A popular print showing the British fleet bombarding
Catagena as troops storm the city.
This view, from the series 'England's Glory', is
apparently a celebratory print published during the
campaign. After early successes, Vernon send Captain
Laws as a messenger to George III, with good news.
However delays meant the rainy season arrived, and
soon disease meant the British could not muster the
strength to continue, forcing them to retreat to Jamaica.
Back at home victory medals had been struck and
commermorative maps and prints had been published
before the actual outcome was known. Obviously the
market for such memorabilia evaporated, ensuring
surviving examples are rare.
Stock: 57345

68.
Battle of Fleurus.
Published for the Proprietors by A.H Payne, Dresden &
Leipzig.
Engraving, sheet 205 x 270mm (8 x 10¾"). Creasing.
Small tear, surface dirt and stain in margin.
£60
A view of the action at the Battle of Fleurus (26th June
1794) with a hot air balloon floating above.
Fought between the army of the First French Republic,
under General Jean-Baptiste Jourdan, and the Coalition
Army (Britain, Hanover, Dutch Republic, and
Habsburg Monarchy), commanded by Prince Josias of

Coburg. It was the most significant battle of the
Flanders Campaign in the Low Countries during the
French Revolutionary Wars. Both sides had forces in
the area of around 80,000 men but the French were
able to concentrate their troops and defeat the First
Coalition. The Allied defeat led to the permanent loss
of the Austrian Netherlands and to the destruction of
the Dutch Republic. The French use of the
reconnaissance balloon l'Entreprenant was the first
military use of an aircraft that influenced the result of a
battle.

Duke of Marlborough and Prince Eugene of Savoy
during the War of the Spanish Succession. Under the
text is a small view of the battle with a five-point key.
The Duke returned to England on the 14th December
(Julian calendar); the flags (recorded elsewhere as 110
cavalry standards and 128 infantry colours) were borne
in procession to Westminster Hall in early January,
1705.
The British Museum has a version engraved by
Spofforth in French, dedicated to Prince George of
Denmark (BM 1927,1008.389).

Stock: 57277

Stock: 57226

69.
Bataille de Laupen le 21 Juin 1339. No.2.
L. Midart inv. Sculps. et Excudit, Solodori. à Berne
chéz P.F. Tessaro M.d d'Estampes [n.d., c.1820].
Etching with hand colour. Sheet 360 x 480mm (14¼ x
19"). Some creasing and scuffing.
£220
A view of the Battle of Laupen, June 21st 1339,
between Bern and Freiburg and their allies, with
infantry in the foreground and heavy cavalry behind.
Like the Battle of Bannockburn 25 years earlier, the
tactics of the infantry negated the impact of the
heavily-armoured cavalry, resulting in high casualties
among the nobility, changing the style of European
warfare.

71.
A Christmas Dinner on the Heights
Before Sebastopol. Plate XXX.

Stock: 57349

W. Simpson, del.t _ J.A.Vinter, lith. Day & Son, lith.rs
to the Queen. Paris_Goupil & Cle. Déposé.
Leipzig_Otto Weigel. Colnagni's Authentic Series.
Published May 22nd. 1855, by Paul & Dominic
Colnaghi & Co. 13 & 14, Pall Mall East. _Publishers to
Her Majesty.
Lithograph. Sheet 295 x 380mm (11½ x 15"). Tear in
title taped.
£140
William Simpson's record of a dinner for officers of the
Grenadier Guards at the Crimea, published in his ''Seat
of War in the East''. From the left: Captain Sir Charles
Russell, Baronet (winner of a VC); Captain Charles
Turner; Captain Alexander Viscount Balgonie (died in
the fighting); Captain Frederick Bathurst; Captain
Edwyn Sherard Burnaby; Lieut-Colonel Charles
Lindsay); Colonel Frederick William Hamilton; LieutColonel Prince Edward of Saxe Weimar; Captain
George Higginson (later Major General commanding
the Brigade of Guards & centenarian); Lieut. Robert
William Hamilton; Captain Henry William
Verschoyle; and Captain Sir James Fergusson (later
Governor of South Australia, New Zealand and
Bombay), Simpson's original watercolour is in the
British Museum (1935,0306.4)
Stock: 57338

70.
[Blenheim Triumph] The Glory of the
Confederate Armes, Illustrated in A Blazonry
Description of 128 Ensigns, and 25 Standards,
taken from the French and Bavarians, in the
Famous Battle of Blenheim, by the Forces
under the Comand of his Grace the Duke of
Marlborough. ye 2d of Aug.st O.S. 1704.
Which Colours were brought into Her Maj.ty's
Tower of London, & thence Carried in
Triumph thro ye said City being now placed in
Westminst.r Hall [...]
R.t Spofforth Sculp. [n.d., c.1705.]
Engraving with original partial hand colour. Sheeet 640
x 480mm (25¼ x 19"). Framed. Some restoration.
£780
A record of the battle flags captured at the Battle of
Blenheim, the hugely important victory won by the

72.
[Beast of the North.]
HD 1927. Herbert Dicksee [pencil signature].
Etching with drypoint, signed by the artist. 250 x
355mm (9¾ x 14"). Framed. Unexamined out of frame.
£920
A polar bear walking in snowy plain in profile to the
left, raising head and looking up.
Herbert Thomas Dicksee (1862-1942) was an English
painter who specialised in paintings of dogs and
animals. He studied at the Slade School of Art and his
first painting was exhibited in 1881. His paintings were
usually done from life; he kept numerous dogs as pets
and frequented London Zoo. His daughter, Dorothy
was the executor of his will, which directed her to
destroy most of the plates for his etchings.
Stock: 57314

73.
[In the Silent North.]
HD. Herbert Dicksee [pencil signature]. Newcastleupon-Tyne Published 1st January 1903 by Mess.rs
Mawson, Swan & Morgan Ltd. Copyright registered.
Etching on vellum, limited to 400 remarqued proofs
signed by the artist. 520 x 730mm (20½ x 28¾").

77.
Iean Chapelain Conseller Dv Roy En Ses
Conseils. Viamque Affectat Olympo.

Framed. Some surface soiling in margins, unexamined
out of frame.
£980
A pair of menacing polar bears approaching an
upturned sledge which, being half out of the image,
leaves the fate of the occupants to our imagination. In
the bottom margin is a remarque of three huskies with
sledge.
Herbert Thomas Dicksee (1862-1942) was an English
painter who specialised in paintings of dogs and
animals. He studied at the Slade School of Art and his
first painting was exhibited in 1881. His paintings were
usually done from life; he kept numerous dogs as pets
and frequented London Zoo. His daughter, Dorothy
was the executor of his will, which directed her to
destroy most of the plates for his etchings.
Stock: 57313

74.
Domestick Ducks.
D. Cox Del.t. T. Sutherland sculp.t. London, Published
May 1823 by S. & J. Fuller, 34, Rathbone Place.
Fine aquatint, printed in colours and hand finished;
Watermark J. Whatman, Turkey Mill 1822; Sheet 210
x 270mm (8¼ x 10½"). Trimmed within plate.
£85
Sleeping ducks by a pond.
Stock: 57503

75.
Wood Scene, near Sevenoaks, Kent.
D. Cox Del.t. T. Sutherland sculp.t. [London, c.1823
by S. & J. Fuller, 34, Rathbone Place.]
Fine aquatint, printed in colours and hand finished.
Sheet 210 x 270mm (8¼ x 10½"). Trimmed within
plate, losing publication line.
£50
Two men standing on a country lane by a bridge.
Stock: 57504

76.
Petrus Puteanus Cl. Fil [&] Iacobus
Puteanus Cl. Fil.
R. Nantueil. F. [n.d. 1648/9]
Engraving. 190 x 280mm (7½ x 11"). Trimmed and
tipped into mount at top corners. Some minor cockling
across the sheet.
£180
Two portraits of brothers Pierre and Jacques Dupuy,
(1582-1651 and 1586-1656), notable French scholars
who wrote invaluable texts on the historical
relationship between church and state in France.
Florent le Comte states they were engraved in 1648.
Petitjean and Wickert find both dates as plausible. PW
67. i/ii
Stock: 57400

R. Nantueil ad Vivum. delineabat et Sculpebat 1655.
1655.
Engraving. 270 x 185mm (10½ x 7¼"). Large margins.
£120
A half portrait of Jean Chapelain (1595-1674), an
acclaimed poet, critic and a founding member of the
Academie francaise. His works of poetry include an
epic poem about Joan of Arc called La Pucelle,
published in 1656, which was so fiercely criticised by
his contemporaries that his reputation as a poet was
permanently damaged. The oval frame around his
portrait sits upon a pedestal decorated with a pastoral
landscape and Latin inscription. PW 43. iii/iv.
Stock: 57407

78.
Jacques de Mosscher Pictor.
J: van Ravestein [Thomas de Keyser]. J: Stolker Fec &
Excud. J. Cruys. Excud: [n.d. 1739-1785.]
Mezzotint. 305 x 230mm (12 x 9"). Trimmed with
thread margins.
£220
A half portrait that claims to be of Jacob de Mosscher
Pictor (1575-1623) after Jan Anthonisz van Ravesteyn,
however Robert Gerhard argues convincingly that the
head is taken from the portrait of an unidentified
scholar by Thomas de Keyser in the Mauritshuis in The
Hague. RG 'Print Quarterly' 189-901.
Stock: 57490

79.
Francis Noel Clarke Mundy Esq.r and
His Grandson William Mundy of Markeaton
near Derby.
Painted by Mr R.R. Reinagle. Engraved by Charles
Turner London. Published May 12 1810 by Mr R.R.
Reinagle No 1 Upper Conway Street, Fitzroy Square.
Fine mezzotint, platemark 400 x 430mm (15¾ x 17"),
with very large margins. Uncut. Some light creasing.
Foxing in margins.
£420
Francis Noel Clarke Mundy (1739-1815), poet, with
his grandson. Books and papers are strewn across
Mundy's desk, the most prominent of which is 'The
Fall of Needwood Forest'. The enclosure Act of 1803
allowed for the deforestation of the ancient midlands
forest of Needwood, which was completed in 1811.
Mundy had written a poem (also visible on the desk)
titled 'Needwood Forest' in 1776, and wrote 'The Fall
of Needwood' in 1808 while its destruction was
underway.
Engraved from a portrait by Ramsay Richard Reinagle
(1775-1862), painter who lived with, and was painted
by, Constable.
Stock: 56776

80.
Carolus Magna Britannia, Francia,
Scotiae et Hibernia Rex Serenissimus.
Ant. Van Dÿck Pinxit. P. Soutman Effigiavit. I
Suÿderhoef Sculpsit cum Privil. Sa. Cae. M. [Haarlem,
n.d. c. 1650.]
Engraving and etching. 410 x 280mm (16 x 11").
Trimmed. Faint creases.
£420
A bust portrait of Charles I (1600-1649) in an oval
garland surrounded by flowers and fruit. It was

engraved by Jonas Suyderhoef after Pieter Claesz.
Soutman's drawing of van Dyck's painting. D 16. i/ii.
Stock: 57442

81.
King Charles the Second. Eldest Son of
Cha.s 1st succeeded in Right to his Fathers
Crown but ye Govern.mt after his fathers
Murder being in the hands of Rebels he was
kept out about 12 Years [...]
[n.d., c.1700.]
Engraving. Sheet 240 x 160mm (9½ x 6¼"). Trimmed
into image, laid on album paper.
£80
A head and shoulders portrait of Charles II in long wig
and armour, strangely without a moustache.
From an untraced history.
Stock: 57303

Carolus II.ds Dei Gratia Angliæ Scotiæ
Franciæ et Hiberniæ Rex Fidei Defensor &c.
82.

P. Lelÿ Eques Pinxit. Printed for & sold by Tho.
Bowles Print and Map Sell[er] next to the Chapter
house in St. Pauls Church Yar[d] [n.d., c1700.]
Mezzotint. Sheet 320 x 240mm (12½ x 9½") Trimmed,
losing part of inscription, left edge with nicks, laid on
album paper.
£260
Three-quarter length portrait of Charles II (1630-1685),
in long wig and armour, holding a baton. CS 6, state iii
of iii, originally published by Alexander Browne.
Simon Turner: iv of v.
Stock: 57308

83.
His Royal Highness Will.m, Duke of
Cumberland.
J. Reynolds. T. Watson fec.t. London Printed for H.
Parker opposite Birchin Lane Cornhill [n.d., c.1770].
Mezzotint. 155 x 115mm (6 x 4½") large margins.
£240
Half-length portrait of Prince William (1721-65), Duke
of Cumberland and Strathearn, wearing uniform and
sash.
Stock: 57240

Queen Elizabeth. Second Daughter of
hen. 8th by Ann Bulloine his 2.d Wife [...]
84.

[n.d., c.1700.]
Engraving. Sheet 245 x 160mm (9¾ x 6¼"). Trimmed
into image, laid on album paper.
£80
A head and shoulders portrait of Elizabeth I, from an
untraced history.
Stock: 57305

86.
Henry ye VIIIth. King of England,
France & Ireland.
H. Holbein pinx. J. Faber jun.r Fecit. Cum privilegio
Regis. Sold by John Bowles, opposite to Stocks Market
& at Mercers Hall Cheapside [n.d. c.1730.]
Mezzotint. 350 x 255mm (13¾ x 10"). Narrow margins
top and right, vertical fold.
£190
Henry VIII (1491-1547), after Holbein by John Faber
the younger, one of the leading mezzotinters of the
early eighteenth century. CS 185 ii/ii; see ref. 12797
for first state, published by Edward Cooper.
Stock: 57302

87.
King Henry the Eight. Only Son of hen.y
ye 7th [...]
[n.d., c.1700.]
Engraving. Sheet 245 x 160mm (9¾ x 6¼"). Trimmed
into image, laid on album paper.
£120
A head and shoulders portrait of Henry VIII, from an
untraced history.
Stock: 57304

[James I & VI] Jacobus VI D.G. Magnae
Britanniae Rex.
88.

J. Janssonius Exc. [n.d., c.1620].
Engraving. Sheet 190 x 120mm (7½ x 4¾"). Trimmed
within plate, laid on album paper.
£120
A lifetime portrait of James I & VI, published either in
Emanuel van Meteren's ''Histoire de Pays Bas'' (1618)
or a series of portraits of the same period.
Stock: 57306

85.

89.
Jacobus II D.G. Britanniarum Imperator
1701. Jacques II. Roy de la Grande Bretagne.

W. Marshall sculp: [n.d., 1648.]
Engraving. Sheet 130 x 110mm (5 x 4¼"). Trimmed
within plate, laid on album paper, slight staining. £85
A half-length portrait of Elizabeth I, the frontispiece to
the 1648 edition of Thomas Fuller's 'Holy and Profane
State'.

S. Thomassin Sculptor Regius Sculp 1703. Se vend à
Paris chez Thomassin, rue St. Jacques vis a vis la rue
du Platre a l'Image St. Jean C.P.R.
Rare & fine engraving. 230 x 180mm (9 x7"), very
large margins.
£260
James II and VI (1633-1701), king of England and
Scotland before the invasion of William of Orange
forced him to retreat to France.
Published in France soon after his death. Sharp 2 i/ii.

Elizabeth Queen of England. She dyed at
Richmond the 24th March 1602, in the 44th
yeare of Her Raign and 70th of Her Life.

Stock: 57250

Stock: 57427

anamorphic skull in the foreground. It has been in the
National Gallery since 1890.
From the series 'Galerie des peintres flamands,
hollandais et allemands de Le Brun', 1777-1791. From
the Airlie collection, Cortachy Castle.
Stock: 57496

93.
[Anne Day, Lady Fenhoulet.]
J. Reynolds Pinx.t. J. M,,cArdell fecit. Sold at the
Golden Head in Covent Garden [n.d., c.1760.]
Mezzotint. 330 x 225mm (13 x 8¾"). Small margins.
£260
Portrait of Anne Day after Sir Joshua Reynolds,
wearing a Woffington hat and an ornate dress with lace
and ribbons and posy, hands in fur muff. She was the
mistress of Richard Edgcumbe, 2nd Baron Edgcumbe,
and married Sir Peter Fenoulhet in 1761 after the death
of Edgcumbe.
James McArdell (1729-65), a Dublin-born mezzotinter,
is said to have been Reynolds' favourite engraver. CS
53, state i of iv.
Stock: 57322

90.
Jacobus II D.G. Britanniarum Imperator
1695. Le Roy d'Angleterre.
S. Thomassin Sculp. Se vend a Paris Chez Thomassin
rue St Jacques vis a vis la rue du Plâtre aux Armes du
Roy et de la Ville avec Privil. du Roy [n.d., c.1710].
Fine engraving. 230 x 185mm (9 x 7¼") with large
margins.
£320
A medallion portait of James II set on a plinth. Sharpe
1.
Stock: 57425

91.
[William III & Mary II] Wilhelmus.
Henr. D.G. Mag. Brit. Franc. et. Hib. Rex. &c.
[&] Maria D.G. Mag. Brit. Franc. et Hib.
Regina. &c.
G. Valck fec. et exc. Cum. Privile. Ordi. Hollan. et
West-Fri. [n.d. c.1690.]
Pair of mezzotints. 350 x 255mm (13¾ x 10"). Both
sheets with vertical fold, with splits, Mary with split in
bottom left corner of plate mark.
£360
Head and shoulders portraits of William and Mary after
Peter Lely, in ovals will verse in Latin and Dutch by
Lambert Bidloo (1638-1724).
The portraits originally showed the pair as Prince &
Princess of Orange. CS: 5 & 7, state ii of ii.
Stock: 57309

[The Ambassadors.] Tiré du Cabinet de
M.r le Brun d'apres l'original peint sur bois,
hauteur 96 pouc. largeur 54.
92.

Jean Holbein. J.A. Pierron sculp.t. a Paris chez
Chereau et Joubert rue des Mathurins aux deux Pilliers
d'or [n.d., c.1788].
Engraving. 245 x 200mm (9¾ x 8"), large margins.
£160
Holbein's double portrait of French ambassadors to the
Court of St James, Jean de Dinteville and Georges de
Selve, oil painted on oak in 1533. It is famous for the

94.
[Young woman in profile]
TF [Tho.s Frye Pictor, Inv.t & Sculp.t.] [Hatton Garden
1760.]
Mezzotint. Sheet 470 x 355mm (18½ x 14"). Trimmed
into image at bottom, losing inscriptions, thread
margins on other three sides, some creasing.
£550
A portrait in profile of a young woman wearing a laceedged cap with black ribbon round it, and a pearl
choker necklace. Her left hand touches the ermine
lining her mantle.
From the first series of 'Life-Sized Heads' by Thomas
Frye (1710-62). CS: 12.
Stock: 57372

95.
Les Delices Maternelles. Dedié à Son
Aktesse Sérenissime Madame la Duchess
Douaireiere de Saxe-Weimar, née Duchesse de
Brunswik et de Lunebourg par son très humble
et très obeissant Serviteur J: G: Wille. 25.le Pl.
1781.
Gravé par J.G. Wille Graveur du Roi, de S.M. Impr: et
Roy: et du Roi de Danemark, d'après le ableau de son
fils, P.A. Wille Peintre du Roi. à Paris, chez l'Auteur,
Quay des Augustins [1781].
Engraving. 430 x 340mm (17 x 13½"), very large
margins. A little spotting and staining.
£280
An oval portrait of a woman sitting in an armchair with
her son standing on her knee.
Stock: 57455

98.
Capt.n John Ross, R.N. [Engraved for
Vol. XXII of the Mirror.]
Roffe sc. [John Limbird, Publisher, 143, Strand.]
Stipple. Sheet 180 x 125mm (7 x 5"). Trimmed, losing
inscriptions.
£70
A portrait of naval officer Sir John Ross (1777-1856),
before he was knighted in 1834. He made three
journeys to the Arctic, becoming the first European to
cross the North Magnetic Pole in 1831 and leading an
expedition to find Sir John Franklin in 1850.
Stock: 57321

99.
Femme de l'Orient. Childe Harold (Lord
Byron).
Pickersgill R.A. de Londres. Freeman Lith. Lith. Roder
& C.ie 1.e Richer. [n.d., c.1837.]
Lithograph. Sheet 365 x 260mm (14¼ x 10¼").
Trimmed.
£140
A Greek woman with two children. A scene from Lord
Byron's 'Childe Harold's Pilgrimage', published in the
'Album Cosmopolite, ou Choix des Collectionss de M.
Alexandre Vattemare, compose de sujets historiques et
religieux, paysages, marines'.
Stock: 57320

100. Mr Patrick O'Brien, The Celebrated
Irish Giant. 8 Feet 7 Inches high. Aged 38
Years.

96.
[Penelope and the suitors] Ingratam
Veneri pone superbiam. Non te Penelopem
difficilem procis. Tyrrhenus genuit Parens.
Horat. lib. 3.
Dom.us Magiotto pinx. Nicolaus Cavalli sculp
Venetiis. [Venice, n.d., c.1760.]
Rare engraving. 370 x 490mm (14½ x 19¼"), with
very large margins. Creasing in margins.
£340
A young man addresses a young woman in the centre
who holds an apple, with an elderly bawd watching
behind. The lines from Horace refers to the scene in the
Oddysey in which Penelope receives unwelcome
suitors. BM 1951,0714.159. From the Airlie collection,
Cortachy Castle.
Stock:

97.
[The Rose Maiden.]
S. Melton Fisher. John Cother Webb [pencil
signatures.] Copyright 1899 by Jean Boussard, Manzi,
Joyant & Co Publishers, Successors to Goupil & Co,
London, New-York, Berlin. - Printed in Paris.
Mezzotint on chine collé, artist's proof signed in pencil
by the artist and engraver, Limited edition 225. 565 x
365mm (22¼ x 14½") very large margins. Slight
spotting, original backing paper laid down.
£280
A young girl holding a bouquet of roses by Samuel
Melton Fisher (1860-1939). Not in Leissring.
Stock: 57265

T. Parry del. A. Van Assen Sculp. Pub.d June 20, 1804
by R.S. Kirby, 11 London House yard, & J. Scott, 447
Strand.
Etching. 210 x 120mm (8¼ x 4¾"). Trimmed within
plate on right. Small margins on 3 sides.
£85
The Irish giant Patrick O'Brien (1760-1806, real name
Patrick Cotter), leaning on the top of a door, towering
over another man.
He was the first man in history with a certified height
of over 8 feet (8'1", not 8'7'' as claimed), a record not
broken for another century. He took the name O'Brien
to claim descent from the legendarily gigantic Brian
Boru. Working on the sideshow circuit he became
quite wealthy, leaving £2,000 to his mother when he
died. He left his clothes to his servant, who displayed
them on a mannequin in the Haymarket; his boots are
still on display in the Kinsale Museum. Cotter
requested that his body be entombed within twelve feet
of solid rock to prevent exhumation for scientific or
medical research; however in 1972 his remains were
examined and his height verified.
Stock: 57247

101. [Mr Patrick O'Brien, Irish Giant.]
[n.d., c.1810.]
Grey wash with touches of red. Sheet 215 x 130mm
(8½ x 5").
£260
The Irish giant Patrick O'Brien (1760-1806, real name
Patrick Cotter), leaning on the top of a door, towering
over a dwarf, possibly John Coan (1728-1764), the
‘Norfolk Dwarf', an imaginary meeting.
O'Brien was the first man in history with a certified
height of over 8 feet (8'1", not 8'7'' as claimed), a
record not broken for another century. He took the
name O'Brien to claim descent from the legendarily

gigantic Brian Boru. Working on the sideshow circuit
he became quite wealthy, leaving £2,000 to his mother
when he died. He left his clothes to his servant, who
displayed them on a mannequin in the Haymarket; his
boots are still on display in the Kinsale Museum.
Cotter requested that his body be entombed within
twelve feet of solid rock to prevent exhumation for
scientific or medical research; however in 1972 his
remains were examined and his height verified.

twisted a kitchen spit round the neck of a local ostler
who had insulted him. This watercolour is copied from
an engraving from Wilson's 'The Eccentric Mirror:
Reflecting a faithful and interesting Delineation of
Male and Female Characters, Ancient and Modern',
1807.
Topham later killed himself after stabbing his
unfaithful wife.
Stock: 57246

Stock: 57248

104. Thomas Topham, the Strong Man.
Performing one of his astonishing feats of
Strength in Spa-fields 28th of May 1741.
[after an etching by William Henry Toms from a
drawing by Leigh.] Pub.d as the Act directs by S.
Kirby, 15 Paternoster Row, & J. Scott, St. Martins
Court, May 31, 1803.
Etching. 195 x 130mm (7¾ x 5¼"). Trimmed within
plate at sides, some spotting.
£85
Thomas Topham (c.1710-49), strongman, shown on a
stage lifting three hogsheads of water weighing 1,336
pounds (606 kg), using a harness over his shoulders.
The exhibition was during the premature celebrations
for Admiral Vernon's 'capture' of Catagena de Indias.
He later killed himself after stabbing his unfaithful
wife. BM 1920,1211.1331.
Stock: 57245

105. The Right Honourable S.r Joseph Jekyll
Knight Master of the Rolls, and one of his
Majest-ties most Horourable Privy Council.

102. Ann Jane Thornton the Female Sailor.
[n.d., c.1835.]
Scarce woodcut with very fine hand colour. Sheet 225
x 175mm (9 x 7"). Trimmed to printed border and
around title, laid on album paper.
£260
Anne Jane Thornton (1817-77) dressed as a sailor,
hauling on a rope.
Born in Gloucestershire but brought up in Donegal,
Thornton followed a boyfriend to New York aged 15,
disguised as a boy. Finding her beau had died shortly
before her arrival, she continued in her disguise in
order to get employment as a ship's cook and steward.
She later signed on The Sarah, bound for London,
giving her name as Jim Thornton from Donegal, but
was discovered mid-voyage. After this she was treated
roughly by the rest of the crew but, after the ship's
arrival in London in 1835, she became a celebrity. She
wrote an autobiography and a ballad, 'The Female
Sailor Bold' (for which this is likely to be an
accompanying illustration) became famous.
Stock: 57252

103. Thomas Topham, the Strong Man.
[n.d., c.1810.]
Ink, pencil and grey wash, pt. watermark. Sheet 130 x
210mm (5¼ x 8¼").
£260
A scene from the life of strongman Thomas Topham
(c.1710-49). While at Derby in the late 1730s he

M.Dahl pinxit. G.Vertue sculpsit. 1730. [London,
1730.]
Engraving. Sheet 390 x 285mm (15¼ x 11¼").
Trimmed to plate.
£230
Seated portrait of Sir Joseph Jekyll (1663-1738),
wearing judicial wig and robe. A Whig politician, he
sat in the House of Commons for 40 years, 1697-1738.
He became Master of the Rolls in 1717.
Stock: 57411

106. [John Speed.]
[after Solomon Savery.] [n.d., c.1840.]
Engraving. 180 x 135mm (7 x 5¼"), on wove paper
with large margins.
£160
John Speed (1552? - 1629), historian and antiquary
famous for his county atlas, the 'Theatre of the Empire
of Great Britaine' (1611-1612) and England's first
world atlas, 'A Prospect of the Most Famous Parts of
the World' (1627).
This is a 19th century copy of the frontispiece portrait
from the combined edition of Speed's two atlases
(1632), engraved by Salomon Savery. NPG D42573.
Stock: 57475

107. [George Frideric Handel] Frontispiece.
Inscribed to the Genius of Musick. Europ.
Mag., Vol. VI.
Published Aug.t 1st 1784 by J. Sewell, Cornhill.
Engraving. 180 x 110mm (7 x 4¼"). Trimmed within
plate on left.
£80

Allegorical figures pay tribute under a memorial to
Handel. With verse by Walpole beginning "Sweet
strains along the vaulted roof decay''.

See 31141 for proof before letters. Whitman: 508. See:
Ref: 31141 for Proof before letters.
Stock: 57457

Stock: 57315

110. Sir Hyde Parker, Captain of the Phoenix.
Painted by George Romney. Engraved by James
Walker. [London: James Walker, 1780.]
Mezzotint with separate title plate, total 660 x 390mm
(26 x 15½"). Trimmed into title plate, losing
publication line, thread margins elsewhere.
£500
Full length portrait of Sir Hyde Parker (1714-1782/3),
in uniform, unsheathed sword in right hand, his ship in
the background firing its guns.
As captain of HMS Phoenix Parker broke the defences
of the North River at New York in 1776, during the
American Revolution, earning him a knighthood in
1779. CS 12. II of II. Horne 94. Ex: collection of Minto
Wilson.
Stock: 57389

[Augustus Hervey] The Right Hon.ble
Augustus John Earl of Bristol, Rear Adm.l of
the Blue Squadron of His Majesty's Fleet.
108.

Thomas Gainsborough pinx.t. James Watson Fecit.
[n.d., c.1775.]
Fine mezzotint with separate title plate, total 565 x
355mm (22¼ x 14"). Small stain in inscription area.
£750
Full-length portrait of Admiral Augustus John Hervey
(1724-79), 3rd Earl of Bristol, in uniform, with his ship
Dragon and Castle Moro (the Cuban fortress he
attacked during the Seven Years' War) in the
background.
The portrait was originally published before his
elevation to the peerage in 1775. CS 74, state II. Horne
41 II of III. Goodwin 97 II of III. Ex: collection of
Minto Wilson.
Stock: 57388

109. John Earl of St Vincent, Admiral of the
Red & Gen.l of Marines, F.R.S. &c &c &c.
Painted by Sir W. Beechey, R.A. Engraved by C.
Turner. London Pub.d Nov.r 11. 1816 by C. Turner,
50, Warren St. Fitzroy Square.
Mezzotint. 620 x 420mm (24½ x 16½"), with very
large margins.
£380
John Jervis, Earl of St. Vincent (1735-1823). As
commander in chief in the Mediterranean he blockaded
the French at Toulon (1795) before defeating the
Spanish off the Coast of St. Vincent in 1797. Jervis
later served as the first Lord of the Admiralty (1801-4)
where he instigated reform in the administration of the
navy. A globe and volumes on the table with a painting
of a sea battle on the wall behind.

111.

The Right Hon.ble Lord Rodney &c &c

&c.
Painted by Tho.s Gainsborough. Engraved by G.
Dupont. Published 12th. April, 1788. by B. Beale
Evans in the Poultry, London.
Fine mezzotint, scratched letter proof. 610 x 390mm
(24 x 15¼"). Some spotting.
£750
A full-length portrait of George Bridges Rodney (1719
- 1792), first Baron Rodney, naval officer and
politician, famous for his victories against the Spanish
off Cape St. Vincent in 1780, relieving Gibraltar, and
against the French at the Battle of the Saintes in the
Caribbean in 1782.
The Hon. Thomas Harley commissioned Gainsborough
to paint this portrait (now Earl of Rosebery collection,
Dalmeny) to commemmorate the Battle of the Saintes.
It was engraved by the artist's nephew Gainsborough
Dupont. CS 9; Russell 9. Horne 57 II of IV. Ex:
collection of Minto Wilson.
Stock: 57390

112. Messire Pierre Jeannin premier
President au Parlement de Bourgogne,
Surintendant des Finances, Ministre d'Estat
Vic.
RNantueil faciebat. [n.d. 1656.] P. Mariette 1668 [in
ink on verso].
Engraving. 295 x 190mm (11½ x 7½"). In mount.
Thread margins.
£190
A portrait of Jeannin Pierre (1540-1623) in an oval
frame above a lettered plinth engraved by Robert
Nanteuil for Engraved 'Les négociations de monsieur le
Président Jeannin' (Paris, Pierre le Petit, 1656). From
the collection of Pierre Mariette II (1634-1716). PW
89. i/ii.

115. Georgius Carletonus [...]. Vera Effigies
R.di In Christo Patris Georgii Carleton
Episc.pi Cicestrien.sis.
F.H. [Friedrich von Hulsen] [n.d. c.1627]
Rare engraving. 140 x 100mm (5½ x 4"). Trimmed and
taped to album sheet.
£140
A half portrait of George Carleton (1559-1628)
commemorating his appointment as Bishop of
Chichester in 1827. This portrait was the frontispiece
to the third edition of his 'Thankfull Rememberance of
God's Mercie' published in 1627. The verso has a short
biography of Carleton written in ink and partly
trimmed.
Stock: 56911

Stock: 57274

The High And Mightie Prince Thomas
Lord Howard, Duke Of Norfolke, Earle Of
Surry And Earle Marshal Of England, Lord
Mowbrey, Segreve, & Brusse Of Gore, And
Knight Of the most honorable order of the
Garter and of St. Michael ec. He decesed 1572,
ye 2. of June.
113.

[Engraved by George Vertue after R. Elstracke.] [n.d.
c.1750.]
Engraving. Sheet 250 x 360mm (9¾ x 14¼").
Trimmed.
£130
A portrait of Thomas Howard, 4th Duke of Norfolk
(1536-1572) with his arms, after the engraving by
Renold Elstracke, c.1600. See Walpole Society Vol
XXVI, p.74 Not in Alexander.
Stock: 57344

116. Claudius Thévenin Insignis Ecclesiae
Parisiensis Cannonicus.
Nantueil ad vium faciabat 1657. 1657.
Engraving. 350 x 270mm (13¾ x 10¾"). Trimmed to
plate mark. Adhered to mount along left edge.
£95
A half length portrait of Claude Thevenin (d.1665?),
canon of the Church of Paris. From the collection of
Pierre Mariette II (1634-1716). PW 217. ii/iv.
Stock: 57298

117. John Wesley, A.M. European Magazine.
W.m Bromley Sculp.t. Publish'd by J. Sewell Cornhill
April 1; 1791.
Engraving. 175 x 115mm (7 x 4½"), large margins.
Some slight spotting.
£85
Portrait in profile of John Wesley (1703-91),
Methodist.
Stock: 57249

118. [Virgini Matris.]
F. Poilly ex cum privl Regis [n.d., c.1660].
Engraving. 365 x 360mm (18¼ x 14¼"). Trimmed
close to plate, creasing.
£220
Head and shoulders portrait in oval of the Virgin Mary,
hands joined in prayer. It is a detail of a painting by
Raphael and his studio, 'Madonna del Divino Amore',
now at the Museo et Gallerie Nazionali di
Capodimonte, Naples.
Stock: 57443

114. [Rev. Christopher Brown] C. Brown the
Younger.
[York: Thomas Gent.]
Engraving, verso in ink John French his book 1755.
180 x 120mm (7 x 4¾"). Trimmed within plate, some
staining.
£240
The frontispiece portrait for Brown's 'Itinerarium totius
sacræ Scripturæ: or, An abstract of the Holy Bible'.
Stock: 57447

119. Erasmus Darwin, M.D. & F.R.S.
Engraved by H. Wheelwright, from an Original
Drawing [by John Wright]. Published by J. Sewell, 32,
Cornhill, 2 March 1795.
Engraving. 185 x 110mm (7¼ x 4¼"), large margins on
3 sides. Slight staining and spotting.
£50
A half-length portrait of physician and poet Erasmus
Darwin (1731-1802).
His 'Zoonomia' (1794-6) anticipated the evolutionary
theories of his grandson Charles (1809-82).
Stock: 57251

120. [Lady Charlotte Bury]
Painted by J. Hoppner R.A. Engraved by C.Wilkin.
Published May 1799 by C.Wilkin, N.o 19 Eaton Str.t
Pimlico.
Stipple, Proof before title. 250 x 190 (9¾ x 7½") very
large margins.
£95

A portrait of Lady Charlottle Bury (1775-1861) from
the series 'Portraits of Ladies of Rank and Fashion'
published between 1797-1803 by C. Wilkin. Lady
Bury moved in the literary circles of the day and was
rumoured to be an acquaintance of a young Walter
Scott and William Blake. She published a number of
her own poems and novels though is remembered
chiefly for the 'Diary Illustrative of the Times of
George VI', despite its contested authorship.
Stock: 56905

121. [Jane Elizabeth Coke, Viscountess
Andover.]
Painted by J. Hoppner R.A. Engraved by C.Wilkin. by
C. Wilkin N.o 10 Eaton Street. [n.d. 1799]
Stipple, Proof before title. 250 x 190 (9¾ x 7½") very
large margins. Restored lower margin.
£95
A portrait of Jane Elizabeth Coke (1777-1863) from
the series 'Portraits of Ladies of Rank and Fashion'
published between 1797-1803 by C. Wilkin.
Stock: 56907

The R.t Honb.le Francis Seymour
Conway, Earl of Hertford, Viscount
Beauchamp, &c, &c, &c, L.d Lieu.t & Custos
Rot.m of the County of Warwicj, One of the
Lords of His Majestys most Hon.ble Privy
Council & Knight of the most noble Order of
the Garter.
122.

Sir Joshua Reynolds pinx.t. John Watts Sculp.t. Pub.d
Jan.y 28, 1786, by Jn.o Watts No 34 Red Lyon Street
Holborn & W.m Dickenson, No 158, New Bond Street.
Rare mezzotint. 370 x 275mm (14½ x 10¾"). Trimmed
into printed border at top, vertical fold.
£190
Half-length portrait of Francis Seymour Conway
(1743-1822), 2nd Marquess of Hertford. CS: 4;
Hamilton: pg 37 iii of iii.

[Elizabeth Gunning as Dutchess of
Hamilton.]
125.

[after Francis Cotes.] [n.d., c.1760.]
Rare stipple, possible proof before letters 160 x
130mm (6¼ x 5"). Slight watermark. Thread margins,
stitch holes on left plate mark, some staining.
£180
An oval portrait of Elizabeth Gunning (1733-90) when
wife of James Hamilton, 6th Duke of Hamilton and
Argyll. After his death she married John Campbell,
Marquess of Lorne, later Duke of Argyll. She served as
a Lady of the Bedchamber to Queen Charlotte for over
20 years and was created Baroness Hamilton of
Hameldon in her own right by George III in 1776. The
original pastel in in the National Portrait Gallery
(NPG 4890).
Stock: 57244

Stock: 57310

123. [Lady Charlotte Duncombe]
Painted & Drawn by J. Hoppner R.A. Engraved by
C.Wilkin. Published as the Act direct by J.n Hoppner
& C. Wilkin March 1797.
Stipple. 235 x 175mm (9¼ x 7"). Repair to top left
corner.
£95
A portrait of Lady Charlotte Duncombe (1774-1848),
wife of the 1st Baron Feversham. From the series
'Portraits of Ladies of Rank and Fashion' published
between 1797-1803 by C. Wilkin.
Stock: 56902

126. Her Grace the Duchess of Rutland
Painted by J. Hoppner. Engraved by C. Wilkin.
[Publish'd May 1803 by C. Wilkin, 7 Charlotte Street,
Pimlico.]
Stipple. 235 x 175mm (9¼ x 7"). Faint mount burn
around the title area. Cut to image.
£65
A portrait of Lady Elizabeth Howard (1780-1825), the
Duchess of Rutland, after the painting by John
Hoppner completed a year before her marriage to the
5th Duke of Rutland in 1799. From the series 'Portraits
of Ladies of Rank and Fashion' published between
1797-1803 by C. Wilkin. Published state before
publication line.

124.

Stock: 56901

Painted by J. Hoppner R.A. Engraved by C.Wilkin.
Published Jan.y 1. 1802, by C.Wilkin, N.o 19 Eaton
Street Pimlico.
Stipple. 235 x 175mm (9¼ x 7"). Trimmed.
£85
A portrait of Charlotte Maria Fitzroy (1761-1808), who
married the Earl of Euston in 1784. From the series
'Portraits of Ladies of Rank and Fashion' published
between 1797-1803 by C. Wilkin.

127. [Lady Langham.]
Painted by J. Hoppner R.A. Engraved by C.Wilkin.
Published as the Act directs June 2.d 1800 by
C.Wilkin, N.o 19 Eaton Str.t Pimlico.
Stipple, Proof before title. 250 x 190 (9¾ x 7½") very
large margins.
£95
A portrait of Lady Henrietta Langham (1780-1809)
from the series 'Portraits of Ladies of Rank and
Fashion' published between 1797-1803 by C. Wilkin.

The right Honourable The Countess of
Euston.

Stock: 56903

Stock: 56904

128. [Percy Charlotte, Countess of
Ashburnham]
Painted & Drawn by J. Hoppner R.A. Engraved by
C.Wilkin. Published as the Act directs by J.n Hoppner
& C. Wilkin March 1797.
Stipple, Proof before title. 250 x 190 (9¾ x 7½") very
large margins.
£95
A portrait of Lady Charlotte Percy (1776-1862), from
the series 'Portraits of Ladies of Rank and Fashion'
published between 1797-1803 by C. Wilkin.
Stock: 56906

[Céline Céleste-Elliott] Celeste. as the
Arab Boy. A Sketch by William Drummond.
129.

WDrummond. [London, Published Jan.y 12.th 1838.
by Tho.s Mc.Lean, Haymarket.]
Tinted lithograph with hand colour. Framed, visible
area 425 x 300mm (16¾ x 11¾"). Spotting, repair in
sky. Window mounted around title. Unexamined out of
frame.
£550
A full length portrait of Madame Céleste-Elliott as
Hamet, playing an oud. Behind is tent and the Spanish
city of Constantina on a rocky outcrop.
This is the opening scene of 'Victoire; or, The Fall of
Constantina', a military drama performed at the
Adelphi theatre in 1837, in which Céleste played three
parts: Hamet, a dumb Arab boy, Victoire and Henri St.
Almo, a French spy..
Céline Céleste-Elliott (1815-1882) was a Parisian
dancer and actress who had success in London and
toured America four times. About the time this portrait
was published she retired from performing, becoming a
theatre manager (including of London's Adelpi,
Lyceum and Olympic), although she made several
'comebacks'.
Stock: 57295

130. Carlotta Grisi, in the Ballet of the Peri.
Drawn from Nature & on Stone by J.Brandard. Printed
by N. & M. Hanhard, 64, Charlotte St. Rathbone Place.
Published January 1st by Mess,rs Fores, at their
Sporting & Fine Print Repository & Frame
Manufactory, 41, Piccadilly, London.
Tinted lithograph, image 410 x 280mm (16 x 11").
Framed. Some spotting. Unexamined out of frame.
£680
Caronne Adele Josephine Marie Grisi, 1819-1899,
Italian ballerina, dancing in 'La Péri, La Péri (Paris,
1843), in included a daring leap from a high platform
into Petipa's arms. Critic Edwin Denby notes that
Carlotta Grisi used wires in the second act of Giselle to
'amplify' her leaps, so perhaps the same technique was
used in La Péri.
According to Beaumont & Sitwell, 'The dancer, facing
the audience, is executing a step of elevation, with her
body inclined to the right. Her arms are grouped about
her head, which is half-inclined to her left. The
background is formed by two columns, through which
may be seen a lake, the near bank of which is lined
with peris'. Beaumont & Sitwell: 33, Plate 25 (in
colour).
Stock: 57296

131. [Madame Vestris] The Bavarian Girl's
Song Buy-A-Broom! Sung (in character) by
Madame Verstris, With the most enthusiastic
Applause Arranged expressly for her by
Alexander Lee. The Words by D.A. O'Meara.
M Gauci lithog. Printed by C. Hullmandel. Mayhew &
Co. Music Sellers to the Royal Family, No. 17 Old
Bond Street [n.d., c.1826].
Lithograph with hand colour. Sheet 315 x 230mm
(12½ x 9"). Pinhole in top edge, a few marks.
£85
Lucia Elizabeth Vestris (1797-1856) in character as a
brush seller, shown standing outside the Old Bond

Street premises of the music publishers Mayhew & Co,
with their Royal Warrant above the door. In the
window are adverts to her songs.
In 1826 Vestris, dressed as a German Girl, had a great
hit with this comic song. At her benefit later that year,
Vestris teamed up with Liston and, dressed in similar
costumes, they sang the ballad as a duet.
Stock: 57317

133. [Thomas Foley, 2nd Baron Foley & Mrs
Gibbon?] No. XXXIV. M.rs G_b_n. No.
XXXV. Lord Balloon.
London, Publish'd by A. Hamilton Jun.r. Fleet Street.
Jan.y. 1; 1785.
Engraving. 110 x 160mm (4¼ x 6¼"). Trimmed to
plate on right.
£65
Bust portrait of a man and woman in ovals. The right
portrait is Thomas Foley (1742-93), 2nd Baron Foley,
known as Lord Balloon because of his girth. In 1773 he
was reported to have lost £50,000 gambling at
Newport, which his father paid off on the condition he
never gambled again. In 1775 he lost £70,000 more.
From the 'Histories of the Tête à Tête annexed...' series
that appeared in 'Town and Country Magazine', a
monthy magazine which featured articles on the
scandals and romantic affairs of the nobility.
Stock: 56802

134. The Painter's March from Finchly.
Dedicated to the King of the Gypsies [hand
symbol] as an Encourager of Art &c.
Captain T_ Inv.t et sculp. [Paul Sandby] [London,
1753.]
Rare etching. 230 x 200mm (9 x 8"). Trimmed to plate,
creases, tears and holes.
£240
A satire on William Hogarth, drawn by Paul Sandby to
ridicule Hogarth after the publication of 'An Analysis
of Beauty'. Hogarth is shown with cuckhold's horns,
being chased from a village, accompanied by a nagging
woman. Hogarth's pug dog is tugging on the woman's
skirts. Underneath is another image, with Hogarth in
the stocks before a water pump. BM Satires 3248.
Stock: 57273

John Nicholson Mappesiani Bibliopolii
Cant. Custos. To the Rev.d the Vise
Chancellor, the Masters, Fellows, Scholars &
Students, of the University of Cambridge - this
Print published at their request, the profits of
whcih I give to Addenbrookes Hospital is most
humbly dedicated by their obliged & most
obedient Servant John Nicholson.
132.

Engraved by Ja.s Caldwell. From a Picture Painted by
Phill.p Reinagle. Cambridge Published March 1. 1790
by John Nicholson.
Stipple. 585 x 410mm (23 x 16"). Framed Age-toned.
Unexamined out of frame.
£1280
A full-length portrait of the Cambridge bookseller John
Nicholson, shown with a armful of books in front of
Trinity College.
Nicholson became a bookseller and stationer in 1752,
when he married the daughter of Robert Watts, who
had started the first circulating library in Cambridge.
He took over a bookshop at the east end of King's
College and the nickname of 'Maps' (Watts used to
announce himself at his customers' doors by calling out
'Maps!"). A Greek hexameter of him, in a free and easy
version, read: 'The Varsity Gods they call him 'Maps';
He's Nicholson to other chaps'.
Stock: 57267

Frontispiece for the 2nd Edition of Dr
J.....n's Letters.
135.

JS [James Sayers] f. Pubd by Tho.s Cornell 7th April
1788.
Etching. 255 x 180mm (10 x 7") very large margins.
£180
The ghost of Samuel Johnson visits Hester Lynch
Piozzi, berating her for publishing their
correspondence. The verse beneath suggests she
concocted the letters.
As Mrs Thrale she had been a close associate of both
the Doctor and Boswell. After Johnson's death she
published 'Anecdotes of the Late Samuel Johnson'
(1786) and the letters (1788). BM Satires 7417.
Stock: 57360

136. [Harry Relph] Little Tich.
[by 'Ger' (Henry Parkhurst)] [n.d., c.1900.]
Ink and watercolour. Sheet 320 x 250mm (12½ x 9¾").
£180
A caricatured portrait of Harry Relph (1867-1928) in
tutu and tights, with a wig of ringlets. The word Tichy
or Titchy, meaning someone very small, comes from
Harry.
Known professionally as Little Tich, Relph was a 4' 6''
tall (137 cm) English music hall comedian and dancer
who appeared in pantomimes at the Theatre Royal,
Drury Lane working alongside Marie Lloyd and Dan

Leno. He was best known for his 'Big-Boot Dance',
which he performed on boots with soles 28 inches (71
cm) long.
Stock: 57254

Designed Etched & Published by George Cruikshank
Feb.y 1 1831.
Etching with original hand colour. Sheet 265 x 355mm
(10½ x 14"). Small tears in bottom edge, some slight
staining.
£140
Five vignette drolls. 'Preservation' has hunters shooting
each other rather than the pheasants; 'An African
Settlement' shows a graveyard.
From the series 'Scraps and Sketches'.
Stock: 57283

141. [Bellows] Scraps & Sketches Part 3.
Designed Etched & Published by George Cruikshank
Feb.y 1831.
Etching with original hand colour. Sheet 265 x 355mm
(10½ x 14").
£160
Eight vignette drolls featuring anthropomorphic
bellows.
From the series 'Scraps and Sketches'.
Stock: 57285

137. Shovel _ Versus _ Broom. (Brougham).
''Vere did you play yesterday Joey - you seems
to strike the ball most gracefuller-!''. / ''Vy to
be sure I does! - didn't I play Lord Broom at
Fentons - whacked him out o' two bob _ pays
me vun, and promerses me tother!''
Pub by A, Park, 47 Leonard St Finsbury, London [n.d.,
c.1840].
Very rare coloured lithograph. 235 x 300mm (9¼ x
11¾"). Some wear and toning, laid on album paper.
£180
Two dusty sweeps standing at a billiards table, cues in
hands, smoking. Their conversation suggests that
Henry Peter Brougham (1778-1868), Barrister & MP,
Lord High Chancellor (1830-4) had gambling debts.
Stock: 57334

138. Cigar Divan. Pleasure Boat. The Ale
House and The Home.
Designed Etched & Published by George Cruikshank
Sept.r 1st 1832.
Etching with original hand colour. Sheet 265 x 355mm
(10½ x 14"). Small tear in left edge, some slight
staining.
£130
Five vignette drolls from the series 'Scraps and
Sketches'.
Stock: 57281

139. [Nine vignette satires on one sheet.]
Drawn Etched & Published by George Cruikshank ~
Nov.r 1st 1829.
Etching with original hand colour. Sheet 255 x 365mm
(10 x 14½"), watermarked 'Whatman Turkey Mill,
1829). Tear through vignette top left.
£140
Nine random satires, including 'Lithography', a pun
showing a beggar drawing on a pavement.
Plate 6 from the series 'Scraps and Sketches' BM
Satires 15982.
Stock: 57286

140. Preservation. An African Settlement.
Spoon=bill. Botheration. A Vane Man.

142. Christmas - Time.
(Designed Etched & Published by George Cruikshank
May 1st 1827).
Etching with original hand colour. Sheet 265 x 355mm
(10½ x 14"), paper watermarked 'Whatman Turkey
Mill 1826. Small tear in top and bottom edge, some
slight staining.
£160
Six vignette drolls on the theme 'Christmas Time',
including 'Pudding Time'.
From the series 'Scraps and Sketches'.
Stock: 57278

143. The Comfortables.
Designed Etched & Published by George Cruikshank
Feb.y 1 1830.
Etching with original hand colour. Sheet 265 x 355mm
(10½ x 14") on Whatman Turkey Mill paper dated
1830. Small tear in bottom edge, some slight staining.
£140
Six vignette drolls on the theme of 'Comfort', including
'A Batchelor's Comforts', with a man smoking before a
fire.
From the series 'Scraps and Sketches'.
Stock: 57284

144. Comforts.
Designed Etched & Published by George Cruikshank
Feb.y 1831.
Etching with original hand colour. Sheet 265 x 355mm
(10½ x 14"). Small tear in bottom edge.
£160

Nine vignette drolls on the theme 'Comforts', including
'Christmas Comforts' with anthropomorphic figures of
food and crockery dancing.
From the series 'Scraps and Sketches'.
Stock: 57275

145. Odd Fish.
Designed Etched & Published by George Cruikshank
Sept.r 1st 1832.
Etching with original hand colour. Sheet 265 x 355mm
(10½ x 14"). Small tears in bottom edge, some slight
staining.
£160
Thirteen vignette drolls mostly with a fishy theme,
including swordfish duelling with their bills. In the
centre are two elephants, titled "Gentleman and
Porters"smoking from a hookah.
From the series 'Scraps and Sketches'.
Stock: 57282

146. [Five scenes of 'Time'.]
(Designed Etched & Published by George Cruikshank
May 1st 1827).
Etching with original hand colour. Sheet 265 x 355mm
(10½ x 14"), paper watermarked 'Whatman Turkey
Mill 1826. Small tear in bottom edge, some slight
staining.
£160
Five vignette drolls on the theme 'Time', including
'Time Badly Employed', with a fair including a hot-air
balloon, and 'Time is ~', with a man in prison, with a
game of real tennis being played against a high wall.
From the series 'Scraps and Sketches'.
Stock: 57279

148. The Literary Dustman. / Ve Dines at
Four, and arter that / I smokes a mild Awanna,
/ Or gives a lesson to the lad / Upon the grand
pianna [...]
[n.d., c.1840.]
Wood engraving with fine original colour. Sheet 180 x
205mm (7 x 8"). Trimmed to printed border at sides,
bottom corners snipped, laid on album paper.
£140
One dustman lounges on a chaise longue smoking as
another plays the piano and sings, with sheet music
titled 'Puritani' (Vincenzo Bellini's 'il puritani' of 1835).
'The Literary Dustman' by Francis Robert Glindon
(c.1799-1866) was first published in 1832.
Stock: 57262

I am Tir'd of Reading! [&] So Am I of
Working!
149.

[A. Courcell Fecit.] [Printed & Sold by W. Belch, 258
High St, Borough, London.]
Pair of coloured aquatints with fine hand colour. 180 x
140mm (7 x 5½"). Trimmed to printed borders and
around title, losing other inscriptions.
£140
A couple yawning and stretching.
Stock: 57259

150. [Seven vignette satires of bonnets on one
sheet.]
Drawn Etched & Published by George Cruikshank ~
May 20th 1829.
Etching with hand colour. Sheet 255 x 365mm (10 x
14½"). Spotting.
£260
Seven satires on ladies' hats, including: 'Bonnet
Building', featuring four milliners, two on tall stepladders, trimming a hat far larger than themselves with
giant bows of ribbon; and 'Section of the Bonnet
Carriage', depicting a carriage shaped accomodate her
hat and her bustle.
From the series 'Scraps and Sketches'.
Stock: 57292

A Scene in Kensington Gardens - or Fashions and Frights of 1829.
151.

Designed Etched & Publis.d by G. Cruikshank Nov.r
1st 1829.
Etching with hand colour. Sheet 250 x 270mm (9¾ x
10½"), with Whatman Turkey Mill watermarked dated
1829. Tears in inscription area.
£190
Promenaders in the latest outlandish fashions. From the
series 'Scraps and sketches'. BM Satires 15981.
147. The Gin Shop.
Designed Etched & Published by George Cruikshank ~
November 1st 1829.
Etching with original hand colour. Sheet 255 x 295mm
(10 x 11½"), paper watermarked 'Whatman Turkey
Mill 1829. Small tear in bottom edge, some slight
staining.
£260
The satirised interior of a gin shop, with the products in
coffin-shaped containers. The red-nosed customers
stand in an enormous gin-trap, one feeding gin to her
baby. A skeleton with an hourglass says 'I shall have
them all dead presently'.
From the series 'Scraps and Sketches'.
Stock: 57280

Stock: 57287

152. [Seven vignette satires on one sheet.]
Drawn Etched & Published by George Cruikshank ~
May 20th 1828.
Etching with hand colour. Sheet 255 x 365mm (10 x
14½"). Some staining.
£160
Seven vignette satiresm including 'Brobdignag Bonnet',
showing a woman with a massive hat.
From the series 'Scraps and Sketches'.
Stock: 57290

153. [Five vignette legal scenes on one sheet.]
"Pleading at the Bar." or - Popular Education
- a Farce. Performed every Sessions.
Drawn Etched & Published by George Cruikshank ~
May 20th 1828.
Etching with hand colour. Sheet 255 x 365mm (10 x
14½"), on paper watermarked 'Whatman Turkey Mill
1829'. Tear in right edge, some spotting.
£180
Four legal satires around a central realistic rendering of
an Old Bailey trial, including: 'Chamber Practice', in
which young lawyers carouse drunkenly; and
'Practising at the Bar', depicting a burglar using a crowbar to jimmy open a shutter of a bar (pub) door.
From the series 'Scraps and Sketches'.

155. The English Coachman. 157.
[after George van der Mijn.] Carington Bowles
excudit. London, Published as the Act directs. Printed
for Carington Bowles, No.69 in St. Pauls Church Yard
[n.d., 1769].
Mezzotint, 18th century watermark. 355 x 250 (14 x
9¾") very large margins. Abrasion in title area, repair
in margin.
£360
A coachman sits in the kitchen of an inn, with a
foaming tankard in one hand and a serving girl on his
knee. BM Satires 4501.
Stock: 57330

Stock: 57289

154. Phrenological Illustrations, or An
Artist's View of the Craniological System of
Doctors Gall and Spurzheim.
by George Cruikshank. London: Published by George
Cruikshank, Myddelton Terrace, Pentonville; and Sold
by J. Robins And Co. Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row; S.
Knights, Sweeting's Alley, Royal Exchange; and G.
Humphrey, 24, St. James's Street. MDCCCXXVII
[1827].
Oblong folio, disbound; etched title, 2pp text, six
coloured etched plates, as called for. Title and text
page foxed; two plates with single tears.
£480
George Cruikshank's (1792 - 1878) satirical take on the
theories of Franz Joseph Gall (1758-1828) and Johann
Caspar Spurzheim (1776-1832). Principal human
faculties and emotions are illustrated by five humerous
vignette images per plate.
Gall was a neuroanatomist, physiologist, and pioneer in
the study of the localization of mental functions in the
brain. Spurzheim attended the lectures of Gall and
became a disciple, accompanying him on a lecturing
tour through Central Europe, and settling with him in
1807 in Paris; in 1813 he separated from Gall, and
went to lecture in England with much acceptance. He
wrote numerous works bearing on phrenology,
education, etc.
All plates inscribed 'Designed Etched & Published by
George Cruikshank August 1st. 1826'.
Stock: 57311

156. Provision for the Convent. 248.
London, Printed for Rob.t Sayer, Map & Printseller,
No. 53 in Fleet Street.
Mezzotint. 355 x 250mm (14 x 9¾"). Creases not
visible from front.
£420
A monk walks through a doorway, carrying a basket of
food and a sheaf of corn in which a person is hidden.
Stock: 57331

157. [Execution of Charles I] There is hope of
a Tree if it be cut downe, that it will sprout
again [...] Done from the Originall of Vaughan
after ye Murder of King Charles the First. 84.
[n.d., c.1780.]
Engraving. 275 x 425mm (10¾ x 16¾"). Unexamined
out of frame.
£260
An allegory of the execution of Charles I, with an oak
cut down, the trunk dated ''Jan. 30. 1648/9''. Three
shoots sprout, one with a crown, watered by a hand in a
cloud. An angel, holding a scroll with a quotation from
the Book of Ezekiel, blows a trumpet. The title is from
Job.
Stock: 57228

158. [An elopement to Gretna Green.]
[n.d., c.1840.]
Set of four wood engravings with fine hand colour.
Each sheet c. 175 x 235mm (7 x 9¼"). Narrow
margins.
£320
An apparent set of four scenes of an elopement: the
young woman escaping down a rope ladder; the
pursuing father's coach overturned; the wedding in the
blacksmith's forge at Gretna Green; and the father
welcoming the couple home, accepting the fait
accompli.
Stock: 57263

159. Humours of Valentine's Day.
[n.d., c.1820.]
Coloured aquatint. Sheet 90 x 110mm (3½" x 4¼).
Trimmed.
£65
A black pageboy gives a message to his mistress
depicting a heart pierced by arrows and the word
'Snowball'.
Stock: 57260

significant so the government withdrew the bill before
it was debated by the House of Commons. Not in BM
Satires, but in the BM, registration 1983,0305.38.
Stock: 57417

162. A Scene from Don Giovanni as
Performed at the Kings Theatre. Don Giovanni
by His M_y, Donna Anna by a celebrated
actress her first appearance on this Stage these
7 years. Leperello by derry Down Triangle the
other caricters by the Corps de Ballet.
Pub July 23 1820 by H. Fores 16 Panton St.
Coloured etching, framed, image size 260 x 365mm,
(10¼ x 14½"). Unexamined out of frame.
£360
A satire on the royal divorce, wit George IV and
Caroline of Brunswick in operatic pose. Mozart's opera
premiered in 1787 and was such a success that the
comparison of George and the obnoxious Giovanni
could still be relevant over thirty years later. Not in BM
Satires, but in the BM, registration 1975,0118.28.
Stock: 57416

160. The good Woman's Heart.
April 15th 1837.
Ink sketch on album paper with a printed border. A
little toning of paper.
£160
A sketch of a love-heart, divided into areas with titles
like 'Virtue and Youth', 'Religion and Piety' & 'Love,
Constancy and Modesty', 'Obedience and good nature'.
Stock: 57258

161. Boadicea, Queen of Britian,
overthrowing Her Enemies. Humbly dedicated
to Caroline, Queen of Great Britain, and
Ireland.
Published November 1820, by John Fairburn,
Broadway, Ludgate Hill, London. [n.d., c.1820].
Fine coloured etching, framed, image size 260 x
365mm, (10¼ x 14½"). Unexamined out of frame.
£420
Caricature with Caroline of Brunswick (1768-1821) as
Boadicea in a chariot riding over her accusers,
followed by a crowd of supporters. A satire on the
Pains and Penalties Bill in 1820 which was a request of
King George IV, to try and dissolve his marriage to
Caroline and deprive her of the title of queen. In
essence, the reading of the bill was a public trial of the
Queen, with the members of the House of Lords acting
as judge and jury. Public unrest over the bill was

163. The March of Intellect.
F.A. Esq.r Inv.t. [monogram of Paul Pry/William
Heath] Del, et sculpt. Pub, Jan.y 23, 1828 by G.
Humphrey Sy James's Street.
Rare etching with hand colour. Sheet: 235 x 340mm
(9¼ x 13¼"). Trimmed to printed border, laid on album
paper.
£680
A fantastic scene on the edge of London, satirising
modern technology and the consequences of education
for the masses. Among the details are a Channel
Bridge, the Thames Tunnel being flooded, a warship
held aloft by balloons bombing the enemy fleet, a coal
merchant playing chess and a man using a windlass to
hoist chairs up a vertical chute from the street.
A rare satire: George could only describe a photograph
of the example in the collection of the Earl of
Harrowby, although the BM has subsequently acquired
an example. BM 15604, with an extensive description.
Stock: 57478

164. [Skeletons] From the Original Drawing
by Leonardo da Vinci in His Majesty's
Collection.
Engrav'd by F. Bartolozzi RA Historical Engraver to
his Majesty. Publish'd as the Act directs August 15th
1795 by J. Chamberlaine [but later].
Etching. 330 x 240mm (13 x 9½"), with large margins.
£280

Sketches of skeletons from Da Vinci's notebooks, with
his distinctive backward handwriting. From
Chamberlaine's 'Original designs of the most
celebrated masters of the Bolognese, Roman,
Florentine, and Venetian schools; comprising some of
the works of Leonardo da Vinci, the Caracci, Claude
Lorraine, Raphael, Michael Angelo, the Poussins, and
others, in His Majesty’s collection'.
Stock: 57440

165. The Starry Heavens.
W. Wright 13 St Georges Road [n.d., c.1800].
Engraving. Sheet 210 x 130mm (8¼ x 5¼").
£75
A man in contemporary dress looks up at the stars and
moon.
Stock: 56783

166. Peter Collinson. F R S. S A S. ACAD.
Reg. Berol: et Suec. Soc: Æta: LXXV.
J. Miller [Johann Sebastian Müller] Sculp.t. [n.d.,
1770.]
Engraving. 215 x 160mm (8½ x 6¼"). Trimmed within
plate, laid on album paper.
£140
Half-length portrait in oval of Peter Collinson (16941768), a Quaker cloth merchant with a pasion for
gardening, importing seeds from North America. A
fellow of the Royal Society, he was the patron of the
artist and natural historian Mark Catesby and
corresponded with Hans Sloane, Carl Linnaeus and
Benjamin Franklin; it was through Collinson that the
Royal Society learned about Franklin's experiments
with electricity.
This was the frontispiece to Fothergill's 'Some Account
of the late Peter Collinson' 1770. Wellcome 649-1.
Stock: 57307

A woman having her foot cupped by an old woman
wearing a funnel on her head. Behind a man sharpens a
surgical hook.
Stock: 57430

168. Ile-de-France. Moulin à faire l'huile de
coco. (Voyes. l'explication des planches,)
Dess. par E. Oliver after les croquis de L. de F [Louis
de Freycinet]. Gravé par Adam. [Paris, c.1839.]
Engraving. 325 x 240mm (12¾ x 9½"). Tears in edges
of wide margins.
£65
A mill for extracting coco oil, driven by a donkey, seen
on Mauritius.
From Louis de Freycinet's 1817 voyage around the
world aboard the ship Uranie.
Stock: 56867

169. John Standing, The Brighton Matchman,
Aged 81. [&] Marg.t Standing, Aged 67, Wife
of John Standing, (The well known Brighton
Matchman.)
Sketch'd from the life & Etched by J. Bruce 1829. [&]
Sketch'd from the life & Publish'd by J. Bruce. [n.d.,
c.1829]
Pair of etchings with hand colour. Each sheet c.175 x
130mm (7 x 5"). Trimmed within plate, laid on album
paper.
£220
Charming caricatures of a renowned local match-seller
and his invalid wife who had one eye, one leg and one
toe, from a series of Brighton characters by John Bruce
(c.1815 - 1830; fl.)
Stock: 57253

170. [Ballet.]
J. Brandard. [n.d., c.1850.]
Tinted lithograph. Printed area 315 x 230mm (12½ x
9"). Framed. Staining. Unexamined out of frame.
£160
A couple dancing, wearing Central European dress.
Stock: 57272

171. [Povr La Magnanimite Dans La Piece De
La Element DV FEV] Splendet. Et Ascendit.
[Vne Fufee Volante...]

[Cupping] Will der Chÿrurgus zwar,
Sorg, Müh, und Fleiss, nicht spahren, Mus Er
osst Statt man Zahlt! dass Gegentheil erfahren.
No 337.
167.

Corn Düsart del. Joh. Georg Hertel exc. [Augsburg,
n.d., c.1750.]
Engraving. Collector's Mark verso lower right; 250 x
185mm (9¾ x 7¼"). Trimmed within plate.
£260

[Sebastien Leclerc] [Paris: C, Blageart, 1668.]
Proof engraving, plate 185 x 175mm (7¼ x 7"), with
small margins. Blue ink Collector's stamp on reverse.
Some creasing.
£130
Device for the tapestry "Allegory of Fire" from
"Devices pour les tapisseries du roy: ou sout
representez les quatre elemens et les quatre seasons de
l'annee."
A view of a rocket shooting off into the sky surrounded
by an oval frame adorned with guns, firewood, coals,
cannon balls and other pyrotechnic paraphernalia. A
flaming creature also resides at the top of the frame. A
Kingdom of Images: French Prints in the Age of Louis
XIV, 1660–1715: 57.
Stock: 57329

172. A Perfect Description of the Firework in
Covent Garden that was performed at the
Charge of the Gentry and other inhabitans of
that Parish for y.e joyful return of his Ma.tie
from his Conquest in Ireland Sept, 10, 1690.
From a rare print communicated to the
publisher by General Dowdeswell, F.A.S.
B Lens fe London Published as the Act directs 30 May,
1809, by John Thomas Smith, N.o 4 Polygon, Somers
Town.
Aquatint, plate 255 x 285mm (10 x 11¼"), with
margins on three sides. Trimmed to plate.
£95
A copy of a 1690 print, with additional information
printed underneath; on either side of the 1809 title is a
short column entitled: Extracts from the Parish Books.
Most likely after one of the Dutch/British artists either:
Bernard Lens I (c.1630–1707) or his son Bernard Lens
II (1659–1725).
Stock: 57432

Dublin Fireworks. This Perspective View
of the Illuminations and Fire-Works, to be
Exibited at S.t Stephens Green, at Dublin in
Ireland on the Thanksgiving Day for the
General Peace Concluded at Aix la Chapelle,
1748.
173.

[John Hinton]
Engraving, sheet 190 x 245mm (7½ x 9¾"). Cut. Glued
to backing sheet. top left and right.
£160
View of the structure erected on St. Stephen's Green
for fireworks to celebrate the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle,
people, dogs, a carriage and a woman with
wheelbarrow in foreground. 1749
Stock: 57291

174. [Woman extinguishing a firework]
JS [n.d., c.1650]
Engraving sheet 125 x 125mm (5 x 5"). Trimmed
within plate. Miniscule tear on left.
£120
A woman in mid-16th/17th century dress extinguishes
a firework in a fountain.
Stock: 57325

175. Fete Du 14 Juillet An IX. Vue des 3
Theatres construits aux Champs Elysees dans
le Carre Marigny; Sur les quels on a Celebre
aussi la Fete du 1.er Vendemiare An X.
A Paris chez B[as]set M.d d'[e]stampes et Fabriquant
de Papiers Peints rue St.t Jacques, au coin de celle des
Mathurins, No. 670. [n.d., c.1802].
Hand coloured engraving, plate 275 x 445mm (10¾ x
17½"), with margins. Slightly crea top right. Abrasions
in publication line.
£280
A view of a large crowd watching acrobatic, musical
and theatrical entertainment happening in the three
theaters built on the Champs-Élysées in the Marigny
square. With a firework in the shape of a Masonic (a
five pointed star) symbol lighting up the sky.

In celebration of the national holiday of July 14 (25
Messidor) 1801 organized in Paris, by the architect
Chalgrin, to commemorate the storming of the Bastille
in 1789. They were reused on September 23, 1801 (1st
Vendémiaire, year X) for the celebrations of the
anniversary of the founding of the Republic in 1792.
Stock: 57436

[Fireworks] Francica Seqvantis Atollit
Gloria Rebvs. Pacatori Orbis Vota Publica.
Soclorum Vindici Principum Concordia.
Iurium Assertori Victoria Perpetva.
176.

[Feu de Ratisbone fait Par M.r Verius]. [Paris: I. B.
Nolin c.1691]
Proof engraving, plate 245 x 175mm (9¾ x 6¾"), with
small margins.
£130
Print from 'Histoire du roi Louis le Grand, par les
médailles, emblèmes, devises, jetons, inscriptions,
armoiries, et autres monuments publics,' written by
French author, heraldist, Jesuit and attendant of the
royal court Claude-François Ménestrier (1631 –1705).
Stock: 57361

177. Afbeelding der Illuminatie voor het Huis
van de WelEd. Geftr. Heer M.r W.C. Backer.
Hoofd Officier &c. &c. der Stad Amsterdam,
op den 8.sten Maart 1788.
W. Kok ad Vivum del. D.t Veebraard fecit. De Wed: J.
Doll. Excud:
Engraving, sheet 210 x 205mm (10¼ x 8¼").
Trimmed.
£95
Dutch print of fireworks structure.
Stock: 57294

Feu d'Artifice Tire a Nantes sur les
Decorations Dessinees et Peintes par Antoine
Henon, Architecte et Peintre dela Ditte Ville.
178.

Avec priv du Roy ches Francois. de la Bertonniere Sc.
ce Vend a Nantes ches Tanqueray M.d Grande rue.
Engraving 215 x 330mm (8½ x 13"). Some light
foxing.
£160
A fireworks display in Nantes, France, on the Loire.
The firework structure was designed and painted by
'architect and designer of the city of Nantes' Antoine
Henon (1748-1789).
Stock: 57421

179. Fomes Virtutis Gloria. Ut facile est leni
candelam accendeze flatu, Cum presso
Lychnus fumigat ignae micans; Mens Virtutis
amans facili sic pectore motus Concipit,
Heroum fortia facta sequi. 13.
[n.d., c.1620]
Engraving, plate 110 x 80mm (4¼ x 3¼"), with large
margins.
£260
A man blows on a roman candle firework at a jousting
tournament.
Stock: 57297

180. A Perspective View of the Revolving
Temple of Concord Invented by Sir William
Congreve Bar.t. And erected in the Green Park
for the display of A Grand Firework, in
Celebration of the Glorious Peace of 1814. The
Design & Decorations made by Mess.rs
Greenwood & Latilla of the Theatre Royal
Drury Lane. The Allegorical Transparencies
Designed by M.r Howard R.A, and painted by
him; Mes.rs Smirke, Stothard , Woodforde,
Dawe, Hilton and Genta _Sculptor M.r Chenu_
The Machinery by Mess.s Maudslay & C.o and
Mr Drory.
J. Pain delin. R.W. Smart sculp. Aquatinted by
I.Jeakes. [n.d., c.1814]
Aquatint, watermark Ruse & Turney; sheet 330 x
415mm (13 x 16½"). Trimmed within plate and glued
to backing sheet. Top corner torn. Tear through
publication line repaired with tape. Creases.
£180
A view of the Temple of Concord, The print depicts an
architectural structure erected for the fireworks display
held 1 August 1814 in Green Park, London, to
celebrate the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the
Jubilee of George III.
The mastermind behind the Temple was Lieutenant
Colonel Sir William Congreve (1772–1828), a rocket
designer and Comptroller of the Royal Laboratory at
Woolwich. Congreve designed the Temple with
assistance from stage designers from the Theatre Royal
and master engineers.
It was an elaborate structure illuminated with colored
lamps and decorated with gilding, festoons, and
painted transparencies. Congreve had commissioned
some of the nation’s best artists such as Thomas
Stothard (1755 – 1834) to design and paint allegorical
scenes on these ‘transparencies’, each tableau praising
‘the Triumph of England under the Regency’. When
illuminated from inside it was made to revolve, so that
spectators might view each side in turn.
Stock: 57435

181. A Perspective View of the Temple of
Concord erected for the display of the National
Fireworks in Commemoration of Peace, being
the Celebration of the Grand Jubilee.
Printed (by permission) in Hyde Park August 1st 1814.
Very rare aquatint with etching, sheet 240 x 280mm
(9¼ x 11"). Trimmed within plate. Small brown stain
in sky on right. Slightly faded.
£240

A view of the Temple of Concord, The print depicts an
architectural structure erected for the fireworks display
held 1 August 1814 in Green Park, London, to
celebrate the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the
Jubilee of George III.
The mastermind behind the Temple was Lieutenant
Colonel Sir William Congreve (1772–1828), a rocket
designer and Comptroller of the Royal Laboratory at
Woolwich. Congreve designed the Temple with
assistance from stage designers from the Theatre Royal
and master engineers.
It was an elaborate structure illuminated with colored
lamps and decorated with gilding, festoons, and
painted transparencies. Congreve had commissioned
some of the nation’s best artists such as Thomas
Stothard (1755 – 1834) to design and paint allegorical
scenes on these ‘transparencies’, each tableau praising
‘the Triumph of England under the Regency’. When
illuminated from inside it was made to revolve, so that
spectators might view each side in turn.
Stock: 57429

182. A satire on the different sexes.
[n.d., c.1830.]
Lithograph. Sheet 220 x 315mm (8¾ x 12½").
Trimmed to printed border, foxing.
£190
Possibly Americana. A scene in a drawing room: on
one side are the young women in their party dresses,
with a flock of cherubs with bows above their heads,
representing romantic thoughts; on the right the
batchelors are fixated on a game of cards, with a
demon with a bat's head and wings and coiled serpent's
tail, skin marked with the suit symbols, breathing down
on them.
Stock: 57386

183. [The Infant Academy.]
[Engraved by William Walker from a Picture by Sir
Joshua Reynolds, P.R.A. London: Published February
1st 1854, by Evans & Son, 403, Strand.]
Stipple, unique proof before letters. 330 x 380mm (13
x 15"). Trimmed to plate, damage to edges, old pencil
mss inscription.
£480
A young boy painting on an oval canvas a young girl
with a fashionable hat, who is flanked by two other
children; curtain and pillar behind, landscape beyond at
left.

As well as giving the title and artist, the manuscript
also notes 'Engraved for W. Walker during my
Apprenticeship - J.B. Bird', contradicting the
attribution on the finished plate.
The same picture had earlier been engraved as a small
mezzotint by S.W. Reynolds. Not in Hamilton; for
S.W. Reynolds' mezzotint, see ref. 21500
Stock: 57398

184. Members of a Ladies' Hockey Club at
Play. From the Picture by Lucien Davis,
Exhibited at the Royal Insitute of Painters in
Water Colours.
Lucien Davis. [n.d, 1894.]
Coloured wood engraving. 365 x 465mm (14½ x
18¼"), with very large margins. Laid on card, damage
at centre fold as normal.
£180
A hockey game, with the players wearing long skirts
and boaters. From 'The Graphic' newspaper.
Stock: 56690

A scene in the riding yard of the Tuileries, with Louis
XIII watching a horse being trained to leap a barrier,
watched by a dozen named courtiers. Around the
image is a separately-printed architectural border.
A plate from Antoine de Pluvinel's important work on
dressage, published first in 1623 as 'Le Maneige Royal'
and secondly as 'L'instrvction du Roy, en L'exercice de
Monter a Cheval' in 1625. Pluvinel (1562-1620), the
first French riding master, taught Louis XIII to ride,
and the king often takes centre stage in the plates from
this work.
Stock: 57451

187. Figure de l'habit de Chevallier a la
Pluvinelle. Figure 2. B. 1 partie.
[drawn and engraved by Crispijn de Passe the
younger.] [Paris, c.1623.]
Engraving on two plates. Outer plate 315 x 410mm
(12½ x 16"), very large margins. Spotting and creasing
at top.
£220
An engraving of the doublet, hat and boots of a
dressage rider, within a separately-printed architectural
border.
A plate from Antoine de Pluvinel's important work on
dressage, published first in 1623 as 'Le Maneige Royal'
and secondly as 'L'instrvction du Roy, en L'exercice de
Monter a Cheval' in 1625. Pluvinel (1562-1620), the
first French riding master, taught Louis XIII to ride,
and the king often takes centre stage in the plates from
this work.
Stock: 57448

185. [Horse training.] Figure 5. 1 partie.
[drawn and engraved by Crispijn de Passe the
younger.] [Paris, c.1623.]
Engraving on two plates. Outer plate 315 x 410mm
(12½ x 16"), with very large margins. Tears taped.
Creasing on top.
£320
A scene in the courtyard of the Louvre, with Louis XIII
watching a horse being trained at a pillar, with two
named courtiers. Around the image is a separatelyprinted architectural border.
A plate from Antoine de Pluvinel's important work on
dressage, published first in 1623 as 'Le Maneige Royal'
and secondly as 'L'instrvction du Roy, en L'exercice de
Monter a Cheval' in 1625. Pluvinel (1562-1620), the
first French riding master, taught Louis XIII to ride,
and the king often takes centre stage in the plates from
this work.
Stock: 57461

186. [Louis XIII watching a horse being
trained.] Figure 47. CCC. Seconde partie.
[drawn and engraved by Crispijn de Passe the
younger.] [Paris, c.1623.]
Engraving on two plates. Outer plate 315 x 410mm
(12½ x 16"), very large margins. Creasing at top.
£320

188. [Louis XIII practicing jousting.] Figure
47. CCC. Seconde partie.
[drawn and engraved by Crispijn de Passe the
younger.] [Paris, c.1623.]
Engraving on two plates. Outer plate 315 x 410mm
(12½ x 16"), on paper with 17th century watermark,
very large margins. Creasing at top.
£320
Louis XIII riding down a tilt barrier striking a
mannikin in the forehead, watched by four named
courtiers, including Earl of Carlisle. Around the image
is a separately-printed architectural border.
A plate from Antoine de Pluvinel's important work on
dressage, published first in 1623 as 'Le Maneige Royal'
and secondly as 'L'instrvction du Roy, en L'exercice de
Monter a Cheval' in 1625. Pluvinel (1562-1620), the
first French riding master, taught Louis XIII to ride,

and the king often takes centre stage in the plates from
this work.
Stock: 57450

189. [Jousting armour.] Pieces des Armes
rompce en lice faict au Naturel dans Le Logis
de M. le Duc de Bellegar de grand Escuter de
france. Figure 50. ooo 2 partie.
[drawn and engraved by Crispijn de Passe the
younger.] [Paris, c.1623.]
Engraving on two plates. Outer plate 315 x 410mm
(12½ x 16"), large margins on 3 sides. Tears affecting
image at top, damp stains and creasing. Small loss top
right.
£220
An illustration of various parts of a knight's jousting
armour. Around the image is a separately-printed
architectural border.
A plate from Antoine de Pluvinel's important work on
dressage, published first in 1623 as 'Le Maneige Royal'
and secondly as 'L'instrvction du Roy, en L'exercice de
Monter a Cheval' in 1625. Pluvinel (1562-1620), the
first French riding master, taught Louis XIII to ride,
and the king often takes centre stage in the plates from
this work.
Stock: 57452

190. [Louis XIII on horseback with a lance.]
Figur. 39. 3 part.
[drawn and engraved by Crispijn de Passe the
younger.] [Paris, c.1623.]
Engraving. Sheet 210 x 300mm (8¼ x 11¾"). Trimmed
within image, edges chipped. Damaged and loss. £95
The king in profile with portraits of eleven named
courtiers.
A plate from Antoine de Pluvinel's important work on
dressage, published first in 1623 as 'Le Maneige Royal'
and secondly as 'L'instrvction du Roy, en L'exercice de
Monter a Cheval' in 1625. Pluvinel (1562-1620), the
first French riding master, taught Louis XIII to ride, so
the king often takes centre stage in the plates from this
work.

Painted by James Ward, Esq. R.A. and Drawn
on Stone by Himself [...] Published, for the
Artist, by R. Ackermann, 101, Strand. Proofs
on India Paper, selected and retouched by Mr
Ward, 10 Guineas the Set; Prints, 5 Guineas;
and single Prints, 8s. each [...]
Printed by J. Harrison, 373, Strand [stuck through with
ink mss.]. [n.d., c.1824.]
Scarce letterpress prospectus. Sheet 470 x 310mm
(18½ x 12¼"), paper watermarked 'J Whatman Turkey
Mill 1822'. With mss alterations in ink at bottom. Also
his most gracious majesty's favourite charger Non
Pareil in pencil and Princess Royal.
£480
The horses listed here (with a short description) are:
Adonis, Copenhagen, A Persian Charger, A Cossack
War-Horse, Soothsayer, Monitor, Primrose and Foal,
Doctor Syntax, Leopold, Walton, Phantom, Little
Peggy, Marengo and (added in mss.) Nonpareil. Siltzer
P.284-5.
Stock: 57355

Stock: 57449

[Newmarket] A View of the Round
Course or Plate Course with divers jockeys and
Horses in different Actions and Postures going
to start for the Kings Plate at New Market.
191.

Tillimans Pinx. J.s Sympson and J.n Lord [ex]. [n.d.,
c.1730.]
Rare engraving. 305 x 420mm (12 x 16½"); Trimmed.
Worm holes filled. Some creasing.
£280
The artist, Peter Tillemans (1684-1734), was born in
Antwerp and moved to England in 1708. He
specialised in sporting and landscape paintings. Not in
Siltzer.
Stock: 57276

192. [Prospectus for James Ward's
Celebrated Horses] Dedicated by Permission to
His Most Gracious King George IV, [text
blacked out] A Series of Lithographic
Drawings of Celebrated Horses, from Pictures

193. [Full set of eight text descriptions for
John Whessell's ''Portraits of Celebrated
Running Horses']. Plate I. Eleanor. [&] Plate
II. Penelope. [&] Plate III. Bobtail. [&] Plate
IV. Parasol. [&] Plate V. Violante. [&] Plate
VI. Trumpator [&] Plate VII. Meteora [&]
Plate VIII. Dick Andrews.
[n.d., c.1809.]
Eight sheets of letterpress, extremely rare set. Various
sizes, largest 465 x 460mm (18¼ x 18"). Some wear,
plate viii with some abrasion with loss of text, laid on
thick paper.
£850

The complete set of sheets with the racing histories of
the eight horses depicted in ''Portraits of Celebrated
Running Horses', painted and engraved by John
Whessell in line and stipple, first published 1806-8.
The set was republished by Edward Orme in 1809.
Siltzer p.337.
Stock: 57348

194. [A Likely Cast.]
Norman Wilkinson [signed in pencil and scratched in
plate.] [n.d., c.1930.]
Drypoint etching, 200 x 265mm (8 x 10¼")
£280
Norman Wilkinson (1878 - 1971) was an illustrator for
the Illustrated London News, and during both World
Wars worked developing camouflage techniques.
Stock: 56107

197. Shooting. Plate Ist [- IV]. Engraved after
an Original Picture in the Possession of Mr
Bradford.
Geo. Stubbs pinx.t. W.m Woollett sculp.t. Published by
Tho.s Bradford, No.132 Fleet Street, London; as the
Act directs, 1st August 1769. [&] 30th Aug.t 1770. [&]
30th Sep. 1770. [&] 25th Oct.r 1771.
Set of four engravings with hand colour. Framed.
Visible area 435 x 530mm (17 x 20¾"). Unexamined
out of frames. Plate III with two repaired tears. £1850
A fine set of the published state of George Stubbs'
impressive set of shooting scenes. In the first, the two
hunters prepare their guns by a mill, their pointers
looking on expectantly. The second shows them setting
out, their dogs running ahead. The third shows one of
the hunters firing at a flying bird. The final scene
shows the men resting in a wood with their bag,
including rabbits, a pheasant and other birds. LennoxBoyd et al: George Stubbs 11-14, state v of v, only nonproof state.
Stock: 57223

195. [Master James Sayer.]
J. Zoffany pinx.t. 1770. Rich.d Houston fecit 1772.
Published as the Act directs 25 March 1772 R. Sayer
No. 53 Fleet Street.
Mezzotint, scratched proof before title. 510 x 355mm
(20 x 14"), with large margins. Repaired cracks in
platemark.
£720
A mezzotint portrait of James Sayer (c.1760-96) at the
age of thirteen standing on the bank of a stream
holding a fishing rod with a freshly caught fish,
published by the subject's father, Robert Sayer. CS:109
i of ii.
Stock: 57373

A Key to the Great Wiltshire Coursing
Picture.
196.

[After William & Henry Barraud.] [n.d., c.1850.]
Scarce ink sketch. Sheet 260 x 535mm (10¼ x 21").
Surface soiling, pingoles in corners, laid on card. £260
A key of the 46 participants in a coursing match, with
the winner and runner up, depicted before Stonehenge.
Stock: 57343

198. [Shooting. Plate IV. Engraved after an
Original Picture in the Possession of Mr
Bradford.]
[Geo. Stubbs pinx.t. W.m Woollett sculp.t.] [Published
by Tho.s Bradford, No.132 Fleet Street, London; as the
Act directs, 25th Oct.r 1771.]
Very rare progress proof engraving. Sheet 390 x
530mm (15¼ x 20¾"). Trimmed close to image, part of
image skimmed lower right, tip of bottom left corner
lacking, vertical central fold, some surface wear, laid
on album paper.
£490

A very rare progress proof of the last plate in the
famous set of 'Shooting' after George Stubbs, showing
the sportsmen resting in a wood with their bag. At this
stage in the engraving, the sky is blank, the faces and
hands of the men have scratched details, and the trees
and dog are half-finished. Lennox-Boyd et al: George
Stubbs 14, undescribed state between ii & iii.
Stock: 57482

199. [Three ballooning prints on sheet from
the European Magazine] [An Air Balloon
invented in the last Century] [The Ascent of
the Aerial Balloon.] [The Descent of the Air
Balloon]
[Jn.o Lodge sc.] [J. Lodge sc.] [Published by J. Sewell,
Cornhill, 1st March 1789.] [Engraved for the European
Magazine.] [Published Dec.r 1st 1783 by J. Fielding,
Pater Noster Row.]
Engravings on sheet, sheet 200 x 400mm (8 x 15¾").
Light foxing.
£180
The first print is of three men sitting in a boat with four
balloons attached, one man holds an oar to steer. The
second and third are satires on the Montgolfier brothers
Le Réveillon balloon experiment were they put a a
sheep, duck and cockerel in the basket to see if hot air
ballooning is safe for mankind. The demonstration was
held in front of Louis XVI and the royal family in the
palace forecourt. The balloon left the ground and
soared 600 metres into the air. Damaged by a rip in the
fabric, it descended slowly eight minutes later after
travelling 3.5 km and came back to land in the Wood
of Vaucresson, at the Maréchal crossroads.
Stock: 57270

200. Plan of the proposed Collateral Cut from
Watford to St Albans, Shewing the situation in
respect to the adjacent Navigations.
[n.d., c.1800.]
Rare engraving with letterpress. Sheet 285 x 195mm
(11¼ x 7¾"). Trimmed close to text.
£180
A proposal to improve the River Vers to allow
navigation from St Albans to the Grand Junction
Canal.
Stock: 57339

201. Trotting Match in Harness Against
Time. Creeping Sally, a Brown Mare 14 Hands
high and Blind, the Property of & Drove by
Mr. W.E. Walter [...]
Engraved by Ja.s Pollard from the Original Drawing by
J.N. Sartorius. [Published Feb.y 1817. as th Act Directs
by W.E. Walter Stable-keeper Grub Street
Cripplegate.]
Aquatint, scarce, printed in colours and hand finished.
Sheet 455 x 530mm (18 x 20¾"). Trimmed, losing
publication line, some scuffing.
£420

A record of a race of 50 miles on 17th October 1816,
from Shoreditch Church, through Epping and Harlow,
accomplished within the allotted five hours, despite fog
and rain.
Stock: 57396

202. Whiteleys Viaduct, Charleston Curves.
A.F. Tait, del et lith. Day & Haghe lith.rs to the Queen
[1845].
Tinted lithograph with hand colour. Printed area 240 x
325mm (9½ x 12¼"). Faint mount burn.
£200
A view of the viaduct carrying the Manchester &
Leeds Railway over the River Calder near Hebden
Bridge, with navvies working on the line and a barge
on the river below.
Plate from 'Views on the Manchester & Leeds Railway'
(1845), by Arthur Fitzwilliam Tait. The volume
depicted notable bridges and stations on the route,
which opened in 1839. Abbey 411.
Stock: 57351

The London Directory or a New &
Improved Plan of London, Westminster &
Southwark; with the adjacent Country, the
New Buildings, the New Roads and the late
alterations by Opening of New Streets &
Widening of others &c.
203.

Printed for Rob.t Sayer & J. Bennett, Map &
Printsellers No 53 Fleet Street. Price 6 pence.
Engraved map with original hand colour. 420 x 530mm
(16½ x 21"). Splits on folds, some staining, remains of
backing paper on reverse.
£250
A map of Georgian London, showing from Hyde Park
Corner clockwise to Tyburn Turnpike, Islington (with
the New Road), Mile End, Shadwell, Rotherhithe,
Newington Butts and Chelsea Waterworks.
Stock: 57271

204.

The City of London as in Q. Elizabeth's

Time.
[n.d., 1720.]
Etched map. 185 x 465mm (7¼ x 18¼"). Binding
folds, a little staining.
£380
A map of Tudor London, published in 'Stow's Survey
of London'. It is based on the so-called 'Agas' woodcut
map, it shows St James's Park east to Whitechapel.
Stock: 57268

205. A View of London about the Year 1560.
Reduced to this Size from a Large Print in the
Collection of S.r Hans Sloane Bar.t anno 1738.
Etched map. Sheet 310 x 470mm (12¼ x 18½").
Trimmed within plate, binding folds as normal, stains.
£280
A map of Tudor London, based on the so-called 'Agas'
woodcut map, showing St James's Park east to
Whitechapel, with a 47-point key.
Stock: 57269

Four scenes relating to the Spanish Match treaty, from
Kaspar Ens' ''Fama Austriaca'': James I signing the
treaty in the Chapel Royal; James dining with the
Spanish ambassador; James in procession; and a
prospect of London, with the Norman St Paul's
Cathedral.
In 1614 a Spanish embassy arrived in London to reach
agreement to stop English privateers attacking Spanish
shipping in the Americas and prevent England joining
the Thirty Years' War. In return Spain would cease
supporting opponents of James's rule in Ireland. Spain
also proposed the marriage of the Spanish Infanta to
Charles, Prince of Wales (later Charles I), promising a
dowry of half-a-million pounds. James, who
desperately needed money, was enthusiastic, but
Parliament refused to accept any deal and James
dissolved it in fury. It eventually transpired that the
Infanta had no intention of marrying a protestant, and
Spain was just stringing out negotiations to stop
England entering the war. In 1625 Charles married
Henrietta Maria of France instead.
Stock: 57336

209. The New London Bridge, as it appeared
on Monday August 1st 1831 at the Ceremony
of opening by their Majesties.
206. A View of The Bank of England.
T.H. Shepherd del.t. D.l Havell sculp.t. [London,
Published Aug.t 1.st 1816, at R. Ackermann's
Repository of Arts, 101 Strand.]
Fine hand coloured aquatint. Framed, visible area 400
x 500mm (15¾ x 19¾"). Mounted over image lower
right and over inscription. Unexamined out of frame.
£1650
View of the south front of the Bank of England from
Theadneedle Street, with part of the Mansion House on
the left.
Drawn by Thomas Hosmer Shepherd (1793-1864) for
Ackermann's 'Views of London' (1811-22), a series of
18 large aquatints, coloured by hand. The majority of
prints are after Shepherd, but Gendall, Pugin &
Rowlandson also contributed.
Stock: 57368

207. St Dunstans Fleet Street.
[Thomas Malton] [n.d., c.1797.]
Watercolour. Image 330 x 475mm (13 x 18¾"), on
painted backing card. Paper lightly toned.
£650
A view of the east front of St Dunstan's church, with a
view down Fleet Street to Temple Bar.
At first glance the view is identical to Thomas Malton's
aquatint of 1797. However there are significant
differences to the architecture, specifically around the
doors and roof of the shop adjoining the church.
Stock: 57375

208. Abilltung wie königliche Maistät in
Engelandt Die Artickel Dess Spanischen
Heyraths Jur: Bekreftiget Anno 1623. Lunden.
[Cologne: Abraham Hogenberg, 1627.]
Coloured engraving. 270 x 320mm (10¾ x 12½").
Evidence of crack in printing plate (as the BM
example).
£380

London Published August 15. 1831 by J. McCormick
147 Strand.
Aquatint with very fine hand colour. Sheet 160 x
235mm (6¼ x 9¼"). Trimmed within plate. Very
slight hole top right, not visible from front.
£190
John Rennie's London Bridge, built of Dartmoor
granite, opened by William and Adelaide in 1831. A
hot-air balloon flies past.
Stock: 57257

Representation Des Fevs De Ioye
Qvifvrent Faicts Svr Leavdans Londres A
L'Honnevr De La Reyne La Nvict Dviovr De
Son Entree.
210.

[London, George Thomason and Octavian Pullen,
1639]
Rare etching, plate 270 x 195mm (10½ x 7½"), with
margins. Some brown spots.
£260
Illustration to Jean Puget de la Serre's (1595-1665),
'Histoire de l'entrée de la Reyne Mère dans la Grande
Brétaigne' (London, George Thomason and Octavian
Pullen, 1639).
Fires lit in the Tower of London and other buildings,
and cannons firing from the banks of the Thames and
ships on the river, in honour of Queen Marie de
Medici's (1573-1642) arrival in London.
Stock: 57458

A Geometrical View of the Grand
Procession of the Scald Miserable Masons,
Design'd as they were Drawn [...]
211.

Invented & Engrav'd by A. Benoist. [n.d., F. Vivares,
1771.]
Fine engraving on wove paper, left sheet only, of two.
230 x 590mm (9 x 23¼"). Some creasing. Some tears
in margins.
£320

The front of a procession of mock freemasons
marching down the Strand in 1742, passing in front of
the facade of the old Somerset House (demolished
from 1775).
Although this left sheet lacks a publication line the use
of wove paper suggests the Vivares ree-issued of the
1742 plate. BM G,5.210 for the Vivares issue. See BM
Satires 2546.II for the original.

on the right. The street is busy with coaches, cavalry
and a flock of sheep.
After Thomas Hosmer Shepherd (1793-1864), for
Ackermann's 'Views of London', a series of 18 large
aquatints published 1811-22.
Stock: 57364

Stock: 57395

214. Westminster Hall and Abbey, as seen
from Westminster Bridge.
212. The Quadrant, Regent Street.
T. H. Shepherd del.t. J. Bluck sculp.t. London, Pub.d
May 1. 1822. at Ackermann's Repository of Arts, 101
Strand.
Colour printed aquatint with fine hand colour. Framed,
visible area 390 x 495mm (15¼ x 19½"). Unexamined
out of frame.
£1250
A view of Regent Street from Piccadilly Circus, with
the colonades protecting shoppers. A column of
cavalry rides dowards Piccadilly. After Thomas
Hosmer Shepherd (1793-1864), for Ackermann's
'Views of London', a series of 18 large aquatints
published 1811-22.
Stock: 57367

J. Gendall Del.t. D. Havell sculp.t. London, Published
Jan.y 1, 1819, at R. Ackermann's Repository of Arts,
101 Strand.
Rare & fine aquatint, printed in colours and hand
finished. Framed, visible area 405 x 510mm (16 x 20").
Repaired tear in top edge, unexamined out of frame.
£1230
A view of Westminster before the fire of 1834 and
construction of the current Houses of Parliament.
After John Gendall (1790-1865), for Ackermann's
'Views of London', a series of 18 large aquatints
published 1811-22.
Stock: 57366

215. [Old Clothes Shop, Milman's Street.]
[Walter W Burgess.] [n.d. c.1894.]
Proof etching. 190 x 261mm (7½ x 10¼").
£180
William Walter Burgess [1844 - 1908] annually
exhibited his etchings at the Royal Academy from
1874 to 1903. Burgess was a full member of the Royal
Engravers and such major museums as The British
Museum and the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London, include his etchings in their permanent
collections.
From: Bits of Old Chelsea. A series of forty-one
etchings by W. W. Burgess. Kegan Paul & Co.:
London, 1894. Longford: Images of Chelsea, 614.
Stock: 18155

213. View of Somerset House, From the
Strand.
T.H. Shepherd Del.t. J. Bluck Sculp. London Pub.d
Jan.y 1, 1819 at R. Ackermann's Repository of Arts,
101, Strand.
Fine aquatint, printed in colours and hand finished.
Framed, visible area 400 x 495mm (15¾ x 19½").
Unexamined out of frame.
£1250
A view of the Strand looking towards Temple Bar,
with St Mary-le-Strand on the left and Somerset House

216. [Imperial Institute.]
[by William Monk.] [n.d., c.1910.]
Pencil sketch on paper, sheet 390 x 555mm (15¼ x
21¾"), on Whatman paper. Stitch holes around image.
£490
A preparatory pencil sketch by British etcher William
Monk (1863–1937), later published as the
'Calendarium Londinense' of 1910.
The Imperial Institute was designed by Thomas
Edward Collcutt (1840-1924) between 1887 to 1893.
When the building was demolished in 1957 the

campanile was saved after a campaign by Poet
Laureate John Betjemen; now called the 'Queen's
Tower' it stands off Imperial College Road in South
Kensington, part of the Imperial College campus.
Stock: 57379

[Memorial to Sir Hugh Brawne in St
Mary's Church Newington Butts]
217.

Ink and wash, 18th century watermark. Sheet 315 x
200mm (12½ x 8"). A few stains.
£180
A watercolour of the monument to Sir Hugh Brawne
(d.1615), his two wives and six children, once in St
Mary's Church, Newington Butts. The church was
rebuilt in 1715, 1790, 1876 and after an air raid in
1941, and it is uncertain when this memorial was
removed. We have found no photographic record of the
monument.
Stock: 57363

220.

Windsor Castle from the Play-Ground of

Eton.
Drawn by W.m Havell. Engraved by R. Havell.
Published Aug.st 1st 1814 by Mess.rs Colnaghi & Co,
23 Cockspur Street, London.
Hand coloured aquatint Framed, visible aresa 250 x
330mm (9¾ x 13"). Colour faded; unexamined out of
frame.
£240
A view across the River Thames towards the imposing
Windsor Castle, with scholars resting on the banks.
After William Havell (1782-1857) for 'Noblemen's &
Gentlemen's Seats' (1814-23). Abbey Scenery 395.
Stock: 57293

221. Cambridge from the Ely Road.
London, Pub.d March 1. 1815, at 101 Strand, for R.
Ackermann's History of Cambridge.
Coloured aquatint. Sheet 245 x 300mm (8¾ x 11¾").
Trimmed, losing publication line.
£180
A view of Cambridge from the banks of the Cam.
Stock: 57387

218. View of the Tower of London.
J. Gendall Del.t. D. Havell sculp.t. London. Published
Octo.r 1819, at R. Ackermann's Repository of Arts,
101 Strand.
Rare and Fine Aquatint, printed in colours and hand
finished. Framed, visible area 410 x 520mm (16 x
20½"). A little spotting. Unexamined out of frame.
£1800
A view of the Tower of London from the Thames,
looking towards Traitor's Gate. The river is filled with
ships docked in the busy Port of London, despite the
development of larger docks downstream.
After John Gendall (1790-1865), for Ackermann's
'Views of London', a series of 18 large aquatints
published 1811-22.
Stock: 57224

219.

The Tower and Mint from Great Tower

Hill.
T.S. Boys Del et Lith, [London: T.S. Boys, 1841.]
Coloured tinted lithograph. Sheet 240 x 470mm (9½ x
18½"). Faint mount burn.
£480
View of the north side of the Tower of London, by
Thomas Shotter Boys (1803-74) for his 'London As It
Is'. The artist has shown himself sketching in the
foreground.
Stock: 57341

222. A View of Mount Edgcumbe from the
Block-house.
[Drawn by Coplestone Warre Bampfylde after George
Lambert & Samuel Scott, engraved by James Mason]
London, Printed for John Boydell in Cheapside,
Carington Bowles in St Pauls Church Yard, Rob.t
Wilkinson Cornhill & Rob.t Sayer & Bennett Fleet
Street [n.d., c.1780].
Engraving. 365 x 565mm (14¼ x 22¼"), on thick
paper, large margins. Tear in bottom margin, creasing
and soiling.
£420
A view of Mount Edgcumbe, Cornwall, showing some
of the defences guarding the entrace to Plymouth
Harbour.
The plate was engraved by James Mason from an
intermediary sketch by Coplestone Warre Bampfylde
and published in the series 'Five views of and from
Mount Edgcumbe, Plymouth', first issued 1755.
Stock: 57359

223. A View of Mount Edgcumbe.
G. Lambert & Scott pinx.t. C.W. Bampflyde delin.
Canot sculp.t. London, Printed for Rob.t Sayer &
Bennett, in Fleet Street, Rob.t Wilkinson in Cornhill,
John Boydell in Cheapside, & Carington Bowles in St
Pauls Church Yard. [n.d., c.1780.]
Engraving. 365 x 565mm (14¼ x 22¼"), on thick
paper, large margins. Slight surface soiling, edges
chipped.
£350

A view of Mount Edgcumbe, Cornwall, with ships and
longboats.
The plate was engraved by Pierre Charles Canot from
an intermediary sketch by Coplestone Warre
Bampfylde and published in the series 'Five views of
and from Mount Edgcumbe, Plymouth', first issued
1755.

A view of the Eleanor Cross at Hardingstone, marking
where the body of Queen Eleanor rested on the night of
8 December 1290, on its journey to burial in
Westminster Abbey. Built at the cost of over £100, it is
now one of only three that survive out of the orginal
twelve.
Stock: 57406

Stock: 57358

224. A View of Plymouth Fort and St
Nicholas's Island, from Mount Edgcumbe.
G. Lambert & Scott pinx.t. C.W. Bampflyde delin. J.
Mason sculp.t. Published according to Act of
Parliament May the 5th, 1755.
Coloured engraving. 390 x 630mm (15½ x 24¾"),
large margins. Centre fold, damage to margins, crack
in printer's crease taped.
£320
A view of Plymouth Harbour painted by George
Lambert & Samuel Scott, engraved by James Mason
from an intermediary sketch by Coplestone Warre
Bampfylde and published in the series 'Five views of
and from Mount Edgcumbe, Plymouth'.
Stock: 57356

225. A View of Hamoze and Plymouth Dock
from Mount Edgcumbe. 5.
[Drawn by Coplestone Warre Bampfylde after George
Lambert & Samuel Scott, engraved by James Mason]
London Printed for Carington Bowles St. Pauls Church
Yard. John Boydell Cheapside. Rob.t Wilkinson
Cornhill. & Rob.t Sayer & Bennett, Fleet Street. [n.d.,
c.1780.]
Engraving. 360 x 560mm (14¼ x 22"), large margins.
Creases, tears taped.
£480
A prospect of the Hamoze Estuary, which flows into
the Plymouth Sound and joins the River Plym, taken
from the top of Mount Edgcumbe.
Fom 'Five views of and from Mount Edgcumbe,
Plymouth', inspired by the oil painting by artists
George Lambert (1710-65) and Samuel Scott (171072).

228. [The Broad, looking west.]
Monk 1904.
Etching, proof, 335 x 455mm (14 x 18") very large
margins. Slight soiling in margins.
£350
The entrance to Broad Street, Oxford, looking west,
with the Clarendon Building on the left.
Stock: 57384

229. South View of Ripon Minster.
R. Dunning Pinx.t. Engraved by R. & D. Havell.
Publish'd Jan.y 5th, 1813 by R. Dunning, Ripon,
Yorkshire.
Fine aquatint, printed in brown and hand coloured. 265
x 355mm (10½ x 14"), with large margins,
watermarked 'J Whatman 1811'. Tears and creases in
margins.
£240
A view of Ripon Cathedral and surrounding buildings
from the river, with two men cutting logs in the
foreground. Not in Abbey but see Scenery 368 for his
Four Views of Fountains Abbey.
Stock: 57405

Stock: 57357

An Exact Prospect of the City of
Rochester taken from Finsbery Windmill by
Ja: Collins. A Prospect of Chatham Dock.
226.

[london: Joseph Smith, n.d., c.1724.]
Engraving with hand colour. 490 x 600mm (19¼ x
23½"), large margins. Rust hole patched, splits in
centrefold repaired.
£450
Double view of Rochester and the Royal Dock Yards
at Chatham, both with warships at anchor.
Published in John Smith's 'Btitannia Illustrata'; the title
of the Chatham view originally continued 'from the
Same Place'.

230. No. 11. Conway in the County of
Caernarvon.
P. Sandby Fecit. Publish'd according to Act of
Parliament by P. Sandby St. Georges Row, Sep.r 1st
1776.
Aquatint with etching, printed in brown, finished by
hand, 18th century watermark; Sheet 240 x 315mm
(9½ x 12½") very large margins. Some spotting, mount
burn outside plate.
£260
View of Conwy Castle at sunset, published in Part II of
Sandby's 'Views in Wales', the first series of aquatints
published in Britain. Abbey Scenery: 511.
Stock: 57404

Stock: 57346

227. Queens Cross near Northampton.
[W. Williams] Publish'd according to Act of Parliament
1776.
Scarce etching. Sheet 330 x 230mm (13 x 9").
Trimmed into image on three sides, into plate at
bottom. Creases.
£140

231. No. 11. Conway in the County of
Caernarvon.
P. Sandby Fecit. Publish'd according to Act of
Parliament by P. Sandby St. Georges Row, Sep.r 1st
1776.
Aquatint with etching, printed in brown. Sheet 240 x
315mm (9½ x 12½"). Small margins.
£260

View of Conwy Castle at sunset, published in Part II of
Sandby's 'Views in Wales', the first series of aquatints
published in Britain. Abbey Scenery: 511.
Stock: 57403

232. Marie Stuart Reye d'Ecosse Souffre de
martye pour la Foy; et par la constance de sa
mort, renouuelle en ces derniers temps, les
exemples de l'ancienne Egliose. Augustus
Thuanus lib. 86.
Vignon invent. Mariette excud. cum Privil. Regis.
[Paris, n.d., c.1640.]
Engraving. Framed over image, visible area 340 x
210mm (13½ x 8¼"). Repaired holes in sky.
£240
A French portrait of Mary, Queen of Scots (15421587), depicting her as a martyr to her catholicism. As
she had been Queen consort of Francis II of France, the
French preferred to portray her as a victim of religious
intolerance than a traitor to Elizabeth I.
The quote is from the 'Historia sui temporis' by Jacques
Auguste de Thou (1553-1617). NPG: D13129.
Stock: 57236

234. Maria Stuart Regina Scotiæ.
Done from the Original Painting of C. Janet in the
Royal Palace of S.t James's. J. Faber fecit. Printed for
Carington Bowles next to the Chapter House in St.
Pauls Church-yard, London [n.d., c.1760].
Mezzotint. 350 x 245mm (13¾ x 9¾"), large margins
on three sides. Vertical fold, narrow left margin. £260
Three-quarter length portrait of Mary, Queen of Scots,
wearing a dark dress with a white ruff and cuffs, a
rosary pinned at the waist.
Originally published by Thomas Bowles. CS 235, this
state not listed.
Stock: 57301

235. Melrose Abbey, Moon Light. Inscribed
as a Tribute of Respect to the Revered Memory
of Sir Walter Scott. Proof.
Drawn & Engraved by T.M. Richardson. Newcastleupon-Tyne Published by T.M. Richardson, 53, Blackett
Street [n.d., c.1835].
Scarce mezzotint with etching. 370 x 430mm (14½ x
17"). Tears taped.
£240
The ruins of Melrose Abbey, a Cistercian monastery in
Roxburghshire. Scott supervised the extensive repair
work that was to preserve the ruins in 1822.
Stock: 57335

236. View of the Corn Exchange - Burgh
Quay and Custom House. Dublin

233. [Mary Queen of Scots.]
[Engraved by one of the Wierix brothers.] [n.d.,
c.1600.]
Rare engraving. Framed, visible area 350 x 260mm
(13¾ x 10¼"). Some damage. Unexamined out of
frame.
£380
An oval portrait of Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots (15421587), within elaborately decorated borders featuring
two angels with with laurels of martyrdom, allegorical
figures of Faith and Hope, and two scenes of her
execution. Underneath is verse by George Crichton
(c.1555-1611) who spent most of his life in Paris. BM
1928,0417.29, 'seems certainly by one of the Wierix
brothers'.
Stock: 57235

S. F. Brocas del.t H. Brocas Sculp.t Publish'd July 1.st
1820 by J.Le Petit for his Book of Views of Ireland. at
20. Capel S.t Dublin & by Wright & Bell. Duke S.t
Bloomsbury. London. Ent.d at Stationers Hall.
Hand coloured engraving, plate 275 x 435mm (10¾ x
17½"), with very large margins. Time stained. Hole
within plate mark fixed with tape. Taped tears in
margins.
£320
A view of the Custom House from Burgh Quay
showing the Corn Exchange on the quay and ships
moored there. The image is held in the National
Library of Ireland in the Prints and Drawings
Collection.
This is the second plate in the twelve set series 'Select
views of Dublin.'
Samuel Frederick Brocas (c. 1792 – 14 May 1847) was
an Irish artist best known for this series depicting
Dublin. He was the second of the four sons of painter
Henry Brocas (Senior). From 1803 to 1807, Brocas
studied under his father at the Dublin Society Schools.

Henry Brocas (Junior) (1798 – 1872) was an Irish artist
known for his landscapes and engravings. He was the
fourth of the four sons of painter Henry Brocas, whom
he also trained under. Bonar-Law: 3.129.

#

Stock: 57412

237. Royal Exchange, Dublin.
S. F. Brocas del.t H. Brocas Sculp.t [Dublin Pub. by
M.cCleary, 39, Nassau St.] [n.d., between ca. 1821 and
1839]
Hand coloured engraving proof, plate 270 x 405mm
(10½ x 16"), with very large margins. Time stained.
Creases. Abrasion in the sky. Taped tears in margins.
£280
A view of the Royal Exchange, Dame Street, Dublin
with a distant view of College Green.
Although stated on the print it is by the Brocas brothers
this print bears more resemblence to the print published
by McCleary rather than the one published in the
twelve set series 'Select views of Dublin. The Brocas
brothers did work with McCleary creating some
caricatures for him. Bonar Law: 3.149
Stock: 57413

Surgeons Hall, Dublin. Dedicated by
Permission to His Excellency the Most Noble
Marquis of Anglesey, Lord Lieutenant and
Lieutenant General of Ireland by His
Excellency's most devoted very humble
Servants.
238.

Connor & Co. Published by Tho.s Webb, 43, Lower
Sackville Street, Dublin 1828.
Rare lithograph, sheet 360 x 445mm (14¼ x 17") Cut
and glued to original backing sheet. Creased top right.
Time stained.
£280
A view of Surgeons Hall in Dublin which is now part
of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland. BonarLaw: 4.104
Stock: 57414

239. Trinity College, Dublin.
James Malton del. et fecit. London. Published March
1.st 1793. by Ja.s Malton.
Aquatint, plate 315 x 430mm (12½ x 16¾"), with very
large margins.
£320
A view from the street of the College of the Holy and
Undivided Trinity of Queen Elizabeth near Dublin
(known as Trinity College, Dublin), founded by Queen
Elizabeth I in 1592.
From James Malton's 'A Picturesque and Descriptive
View of the City of Dublin', 1792-5. Abbey Scenery:
473; Bonar-Law
Stock: 57410

[Six views of Killarney] No. 4. Distant
View of Mucrus Abbey. [&] No. 5. West View
of the Lower Lake of Killarney. [&] No. 6.
View of Ross Bay &c. from Innisfallen Island.
[&] No. 7. Front View of O Sullivan's Cascade,
near Killarney. [&] No. 8. The Old Weir
Bridge on the Riber between the Lakes of
240.

Killarney. [&] No. 9. From the Old Weir
Bridge to the Eagles Nest.
[after Jonathan Fisher.] London Published by J. Fisher
June 1796.
Six aquatints, each sheet 200 x 285mm (8 x 11¼).
Trimmed to platemark.
£750
Six view of Killarney, after Jonathan Fisher, perhaps
reissues of the plates in his 'Picturesque tour of
Killarney' of 1789. See Abbey 452 & 479 for works by
Fisher.
Stock: 57397

241. [Archduke Albert VII & Isabella.]
[P.P. Rubens pinxit. F. Eisen delineavit. F. Harrewÿn
Sculpsit.] [Se vend a Brusselles Chez le Dit Harrewÿn
a la Monoie.] [n.d., c.1730.]
Etching, proof before letters. 535 x 390mm (21 x
15¼"). Loss in three corners of margin.
£480
Portraits of Albert VIII and his wife Isabella (a
daughter of the Spanish King Philip II) as sovereign
regents of the Spanish Netherlands, as depicted in the
Triptych of St. Ildefonso, with St Albert of Louvain
standing above Albert and St Clare (the duchess's
patron) above Isabella.
Although printed on one sheet of paper, the portraits
were designed to be separated and placed either side of
the triptuch's central image, that of St. Ildefonso of
Toledo receiving a chasuble from the Virgin Mary. The
triptych is now in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in
Vienna
Stock: 57399

242. [Bratislava] Pressburg. Posonium vel
Pisonium ut Lavius Hungariae urbs.
[Engraved by Frans Hogenberg after Wolfgang Laz.]
[Amsterdam, Johannes Jansson, 1657.]
Engraving. Printed area 135 x 175mm (5¼ x 7") Paper
toned and stained, text trimmed on reverse. Central
crease as normal.
£350
A prospect of Bratislava, at the time capital city of
Hungary due to the threat of the Ottoman Empire. It

was drawn by Wolfgang Laz (1514-65) a doctor who
became curator of the imperial collections of the Holy
Roman Empire and official historian to Emperor
Ferdinand I, and compiled maps of Austria, Bavaria,
Hungary, and Greece. Giuseppe Arcimboldo's famous
painting 'The Librarian' (a portrait built from books) is
believed to be Laz.
Originally published in the Braun & Hogenberg
'Civitates Orbis Terrarum' atlas of townplans in 1588,
this example comes from Jansson's Townbooks, which
utlilised many of the Hogenberg plates.

245. [Victor le Bouthillier]
Champaigne pinxit. Nanteuil sculpebat. 1651.
Engraving. 325 x 245mm (11¾ x 9¾"). Small repaired
tear near top of printed area. Minor creasing in small
margins. Central crease not visible from front. £230
A half portrait of Victor le Bouthillier (1590-1670),
waering clerical dress a crucifix in an octagonal frame,
with coat of arms. Bouthillier was appointed Bishop of
Boulogne in 1626 and became the archbishop of Tours
in 1641. PW 35. i/iii
Stock: 57428

Stock: 57394

246. Victor le Bouthillier Turonensium
Archiepiscopus.
Nanteüil ad vivum Ping et Sculpebat 1662.
Fine engraving. Sheet 380 x 480mm (15 x 19").
Framed. Trimmed within plate. Unexamined out of
frame.
£280
Oval portrait of Victor le Bouthillier (1590-1670) as
archbishop of Tours (1641-70), within a decorative
border of pillars, book and mitre.
Stock: 57464

243. [Pompone de Bellièvre] Qualis
quantusque est, voluit spondere Tabella,
Quantus at est, Spondet nulla Tabella satis.
Champaigne pinx. Nantueil Sculp. 1653.
Engraving. 335 x 265mm (13¼ x 10½"). Trimmed and
attached to backing sheet on right.
£260
A bust length portrait of Pompone de Bellièvre (16061657) wearing a fur trimmed magistrates robe, within a
trompe l'oeil stone window. Bellièvre was a successful
French statesman and ambassador to England. His
popularity led to his appointment as the first president
of of the Parlement of Paris in 1653. RD 36. ii
Stock: 57465

Franc. Blanchart Abbas S.t Genov
Parisiensis Nec Non Praepos. General. Canon.
Recvl. Congreg .Cal.

247. [Le Cardinal Barberini]
R. Nanteuil ad vivum pin. et Sculpebat 1663. Cum
privilegio Regis.
Engraving, 17th century watermark. 350 x 275mm
(13¾ x 11¾"). Trimmed.
£130
A half portrait of Cardinal Antonio Barberini (16081671) in an oval garland of oak leaves atop a plinth
decorated with a coat of arms. He wears typical clerical
dress with skull cap and the isignia of the Order of the
Saint-Eprit. Antonio was an influential figure of the
House of Barberini, which helped shape the politics,
religion art and music of 17th century Italy. His uncle
was appointed Pope Urban VIII in 1623 and elevated
Antonio and his brothers to Cardinal. PW 10.
Stock: 57423

Messire Iaques le Coigneux Grand
President Av Parleme.nt
248.

Beaubrun pinx. Nantueil Sculpebat 1654.
Engraving 290 x 190mm (11½ x 7½"). Trimmed and
attached to backing sheet on left, top and bottom.
£230
A bust length portrait of French magistrate Jacques le
Coigneux (d. 1651) wearing fur trimmed magistrates
attire and wide black hat. He enjoyed a successful
career as a statestman and was appointed to Grand
President of Parliament.
Stock: 57466

244.

Nanteuil ad vivum ping. et sculpebat 1673.
Engraving. 405 x 325mm (16 x 11¾"). Trimmed to
plate mark. Two wormholes near lower left corner.
Small stain near lower corner.
£220
A half portrait of Francois Blanchart (1606-1662) in
clerical dress with a simple crucifix. Blanchart was
appointed abbott of St. Genevieve in 1644. PW 18. ii/iii
Stock: 57422

Melchior S.R.E. Presbyter, tituli S.tæ
Mariæ de Angelis ad terminos Cardinalis de
Polignac, Archiepiscopus Auscitanus, Abbas e
Comes Corbeiæ, Aquiscineti, Boniportus,
Mausonii et Begarü, Regiorum Ordinum
Commedator, Regüs apud Sanctam Sedem
negotüs Præfectus, antea Ludivici Magni
Legatus in Poloniam et Bataviam, Sacræ Rotæ
Auditor et Regü Sacelli Magister.
249.

Peint par Hyacinte Rigaud, Chevalier de l'Orde de St.
Michel. Gravé par Francois Chereau, Graveur du
Cabinet du Roi 1729.
Engraving. Framed, visible area 470 x 340mm (18½ x
13½"). Worm holes, unexamined out of frame. £180
A portrait of Cardinal Melchior de Polignac,
Archbishop of Auch (1661-1741), also diplomat and
poet. He is shown wearing the Collar of the Order of
the Holy Spirit, awarded to him in 1728. After his
death Frederick the Great bought his acclaimed
collection of marble statues, which he had collected
through his archaeological work in Rome.
Stock: 57237

Peint par Hy.the Rigaud, Ecuier Chev. de l'Ordre de St.
Michel. Et Gravé par Johann Georges Will, a Paris
1743. Présenté à Monseigneur le Marechal de BelleIsle. Par son tres humble et tres Obéissant Serviteur
Will.
Engraving. 489 x 343mm (19¼ x 13½"). Trimmed.
Right corner of title area repaired. Attached in mount
on top left and right.
£260
Charles Louis Auguste Fouquet, duc de Belle-Isle
(1684-1791), the French general and statesman. In
1758, King Louis XV made him Secretary of State of
War, a position that Belle-Isle held until his death. He
also had an interest in literature and was elected a
member of the French National Academy in 1740.

250.

Stock: 57469

Ant. Masson ad vivum. Pinge et sculpebat 1665.
Engraving. Sheet: 360 x 260mm (14 x 10¼'').
Trimmed, light foxing.
£130
A portrait of French magistrate Olivier le Fevre
d'Ormesson (1616-1686).

253. [Jean Francoise Paul de Gondi] Haec
Domat. Illa Tuetur.

Olivarius le Fevre D'Ormesson Comes
Consist Libellor . Supplic. Magister.

Stock: 49920

251. [Cardinal César d'Estrées.]
R. Nanteuil ad vivu. faciebat 1660.
Engraving. Verso in pencil Anthony Wright. Sheet
325 x 250mm (12¾ x 10"). Trimmed nearly to image.
£160
César d'Estrées (1628-1714), cardinal and French
ambassador to Rome and Spain.
By Robert Nanteuil (1623 - 1678), engraver and
portrait draughtsman. Petitjean & Wickert 70, only
state.
Stock: 49420

R. Nantueil Faciebat. 1650 [after Philippe de
Champaigne].
Engraving. 290 x 210mm (11½ x 8¼").
£180
A half portrait of Jean Francoise Paul de Gondi (16131679), wearing clerical dress and a crucifix in a trompe
l'oeil stone window. Gondi was a politically motivated
churchman, elected Cardinal de Retz in 1650, and was
a key player in The Fronde, earning himself the
longstanding emnity of Louis XIV. Throughout his
career he was protected and supported by Pope
Innocent X. Their relationship proved exceptionally
forunate after Retz escaped from prison, during which
he became the Archbishop of Paris, and was welcomed
by the Pope in Rome. Innocent X refused to let him
resign as archbishop despite immense pressure from
the King. Eventually, yielding to the King's demands,
he returned to Paris after the death of his nemesis
Cardinal Mazarin but was compensated handsomely
with income from twelve estates. Petitjean and Wickert
assert that Nanteuil's engraving was after the portrait
by Jean Morin after de Champaigne. Frontis "Histoire
des Papes" 1653. PW 199. ii/iii
Stock: 57415

[France] Adrienne Le Couvreur Morte a
Paris le 20 Mars age de trente sept ans.
254.

Peint par Ch. Coypel . Gravé par P. Drevet. [French,
n.d., c.1730.]
Engraving, 415 x 300mm. 16¼ x 11¾". A nice
impression, with large margins. Unidentified collector's
stamp verso
£180
Portrait of Adrienne Lecouvreur (1692 - 1730), French
actress, as Cornelia in Pierre Corneille’s tragedy 'The
Death of Pompey'. In lettered oval masonry frame, on a
pedestal inscribed with tribute verse.
After Charles Antoine Coypel (French, 1694 - 1752).
BNF FRBNF41506932.
Stock: 27212

252. Charles Louis Auguste Foucquel de
Belle-isle. Duc de Gisors, Prince du S.Empire,
Maréchal de Fr.ce Chevalier des ordres du Roi,
et de la Toison d'Or, Gouv.eur de Metz, et Pays
Messin, Genal des Armées du Roi,
Ambassadeur extraord. pres l'Emp.r et
Plenip.r en Allemagne.

255. [Henri Auguste de Loménie, Count of
Brienne]
R. Nanteuil ad vivum faciebat. 1660.
Engraving in mount. 365 x 275mm (14¼ x 10¾").
Trimmed. Attached to top & bottom on left.
£260

A bust length portrait of Henri Auguste de Loménie
(1594-1666) in an oval frame of oak leaves atop a
pedastel decorated with a coat of arms. Loménie was a
successful French diplomat responsible for many
delicate maneouvres including the marriage of
Henrietta Maria of France and Charles I. PW39. i.
Stock: 57468

256. Henri de Lorraine Comte d'Harcourt
Grand Escuyer de France.
Ph. Champaigne pinx. I. Morin scul. com priv. Regis.
M.R. [n.d. 1642-1650.]
Etching. Collector's mark of Joannes Michael Rysbrack
in bottom right corner; 310 x 250mm (12¼ x 9¾").
Trimmed and laid on album paper.
£240
A bust length portrait of Henri de Lorraine (16061666), count of Harcourt, wearing armour and the
insignia of the Order of the Saint-Esprit and a pearl in
his right ear, in an octagonal frame. Lugt 1912.
Stock: 57486

books and musical instruments. The royal crest sits
beneath his protrait. Also known as the Sun King,
Louis XIV reigned from 1643 until his death, which
remains the longest reign of any European monarch.
Alongside a largely unbroken stream of militaristic
victories, which saw France emerge as one of the
leading powers of Europe, Louis was a devoted patron
to the arts, shrewdly recognising this as a tactic that
would only strengthen his rule and legacy. This is one
of twleve portraits of the king by Nanteuil.
Stock: 57471

259. Michael le Masle prior des Poches
Praecentor et Canonicus Ecclesiae Parisiensis.
Nanteuil ad vivum faciebat 1658.
Engraving. 340 x 255mm (13¼ x 10"). Crease in lower
right corner. Small margins.
£160
A half portrait of Michael le Masle (d.1662) wearing
clerical dress in an oval frame with coat of arms. After
serving as Prior of the Roches he was appointed canon
and cantor of the Notre-Dame in 1633. PW 106. iv/iv
Stock: 57434

257. Louis Dauphin de France.
Hyacinth Rigaud. P. Drevet sculp. [n.d., c.1701.]
Engraving. Plate: 470 x 340mm (18½ x 13¼''), with
large margins. Slight crease in centre, repaired hole.
£290
A portrait of Louis the Grand Dauphin (1661-1711),
eldest son of Louis XIV who died before his father.
Stock: 48741

258. [Louis XIV] Ludovicus XIIII Dei Gratia
Franciae et Navarrae Rex.
R. Nanteuil ad vivum pin. et sculpebat. Cum privilegio
Regis 1663.
Engraving. 420 x 330mm (16½ x 13"). Trimmed.
Lower thread margin visible.
£240
A bust length portrait of Louis XIV (1638-1715),
armoured, in an oval frame surrounded by ornaments
representing his interests; a plumed helmet, drawings,

260. Eminentissimus Iulius Cardinalis
Mazarinis. &c.
Ph. Champaigne pinx. J. Morin cum priv. Regi. [n.d.
after 1641]
Engraving in mount. 300 x 240mm (12 x 9½").
Trimmed. Crease in upper left edge. Attached on left,
top and bottom.
£260
A bust length portrait of Cardinal Jules Mazarin (160261) wearing clerical dress in an octagonal frame.
Mazarin served as chief minister to both Louis XIII
and XIV and was a pivotal figure in French politics and
diplomacy in the first half of the 17th century. He won
many military and diplomatic victories for France
which has led to his reputation as the de facto ruler of
France from 1642 until his death. Mazarin was also a
prolific patron of the arts; he amassed a remarkable art
collection, most of which is now in the Louvre, and
founded France's first public library 'Bibliotheque
Mazarine'. RD 68.
Stock: 57470

261. [Pierre Mignard.]
[Engraved by Georg Friedrich Schmidt after Hyacinthe
Rigaud.] [n.d. 1744]
Fine & rare engraving, proof before letters. 510 x
370mm (20 x 14½"). framed. Trimmed to plate.
Unexamined out of frame.
£450
A seated portrait of the painter Pierre Mignard (161295) holding a portfolio and a pencil. A second state
before engraved lettering, after the 1691 painting by
Rigaud. Mignard enjoyed a successful career as a
painter of portraits, receiving commissions from some
of the most important patrons of the arts in Paris.
Stock: 57462

262. [Pierre Payen] Pet. Payen D. Deslandes
Senat. Cler. In Sup. Cal. Curia Decanus Ab. S.t
Mart. Prior Et D. De Charitate
Nanteuil ad vivum faciebat 1659.
Engraving, 17th century watermark. 330 x 255mm (13
x 10"). Trimmed to plate mark.
£140
A half portrait of French magestrate Pierre Payen
(d.1664) in magesterial robes in oval frame with coat
of arms. PW 190. ii.
Stock: 57431

[Pierre Poncet] Petrus Poncet Regi
Christianiss.o Ab Omnibus Regni et Ærarii
Consilis Ordinarius.
263.

A bust portrait of French magistrate Claude
Regnauldin (c.1605-1675) in oval frame; printed on the
same sheet but from a separate plate is a sonnet
encircled by laurel branches. PW 198. i.
Stock: 57485

Alexander de Seve ab Omnibus Regni et
Aerarii Consiliis et Urbi Praefec.
265.

Nanteuil ad vivum ping. et sculpebat 1662.
Fine engraving. 325 x 255mm (12¾ x 10"), very large
margins.
£260
A bust length portrait of French magistrate Alexandre
de Sève (1605-c.1673) in an oval frame, engraved for
the thesis of Jean Demouhers de la Grange. RD 82. PW
210. ii/ii
Stock: 57489

266. [Denis Talon.]
Nanteuil faciebat ad vivum. [n.d. c.1654-6.]
Fine engraving, 17th century watermark; 365 x 285mm
(14¼ x 11¼"). Fine. Trimmed.
£260
A bust length portrait of French magistrate Denis Talon
(1628-1698) in magistrates robes, in a frame of oak
leaves decorated with entwined initials and a coat of
arms. PW 211.
Stock: 57483

Nanteuil ad vivum Pingebat et Sculpebat 1673.
Engraving, Collector's mark verso. 320 x 250mm (12½
x 9¾"), with large margins. Fine impression.
£220
Pierre Poncet, Seigneur de la Rivière, Comte d'Ablis,
and Counsillor of State. The portrait was drawn and
engraved by Robert Nanteuil, the most celebrated of
French 17th century portrait engravers, and published
in his 'Portraits de Nanteuil Tome I'. Petitjean &
Wickert 197, state iv.
Stock: 49409

[Claude Regnauldin] Cl. Regnauldin D.
de Berev. Lisle Vallon &c Regia a Consiliis in
Magno Consilio Cognitor Catholicus.
264.

Nanteuil ad vivum faciebat 23. Aug.ti 1658.
Engraving, printed from two plates on one sheet. 455 x
260mm (18 x 10¼"). Trimmed with thread margins.
Repaired tear and creases in lower right corner. £260

267. [Chancellor Michel le Tellier].
Nanteuil ad vivum del. et Sculpebat 20 Junni An.o
1659.
Engraving, in mount; 360 x 270mm (14 x 10½").
Trimmed, attached top & bottom on left.
£260
A bust portrait of Chancellor Michel le Tellier (16031685) in an oval laurel garland atop a pedestel
decorated with a coat of arms. Tellier enjoyed a
successful career as a French statesman, owing in no
small part to his close friendship with Cardinal
Mazarin, and in 1677 was appointed Chancellor of
France. RD 131. PW 111.
Stock: 57467

268. Messire Christophe de Thou Premier
Président MDLXXXII.
Morin scul. [n.d., c.1640.]
Etching. Sheet 310 x 240mm (12¼ x 9½"). Fine
impression. Trimmed to plate.
£250
Christophe de Thou (1508-82), Magistrate and First
President of the Parlement of Paris 1554-62.
Stock: 49422

272. [The Classical ruins of Rome.]
[Antwerp, Hieronymus Cock n.d., c.1550.]
Engraving. 150 x 210mm (6 x 8¼"). Trimmed into
image, laid on album paper.
£220
Hieronymus Cock (c.1517-70) vistited Rome in the late
1540s, inspiring him to start up his own publishing
firm in Antwerp in 1548, which became the most
important print publishing firm from outside Italy.
After his death in 1570 the firm was continued by his
widow (Volcxken Diercx) until her death in 1600,
when many of the plates were acquired by Philips
Galle. However this plate seems to have been acquired
by the van Doetecum brothers, who published it in
'Operum Antiquorum Romanorum' in 1562, with
Cock's name removed.
Stock: 57511

269. [Self-portrait of Francois de Troy.]
[Engraved by Pierre Drevet.] [Paris, c.1700.]
Fine engraving, proof before letters. 460 x 310mm (18
x 12¼"), with large margins. Framed. Unexamined out
of frame.
£480
Self-portrait of painter and engraver François de Troy
(1645-1730), leaning on a window sill, holding brushes
and palette. In 1698 he became principal painter to
King James II in exile, mass-producing portraits for
Jacobites in Britain.
Stock: 57463

270. Dresden von der Morgenseite.
[Etched by Christian Friedrich Sprinck.] [n.d., c.1820.]
Coloured etching. Sheet 110 x 155mm (4 x 6½"). £160
A view of Dresden from the frozen Elbe, with figures
skating and sleighing on the ice, with drinks being
served from a boat. A Frost Fair item.

273. The Magnificent Buildings of the Piazza
Navona at Rome. Shewing ~ Les Batiments
Superbes & Fountaines de la Place Navone a
Rome. 1. Prince Pantilius Palace, 2. St Agnes
Church. 3. St. James Church. 4. the Fountain
of Neptune. 5. The fountain of Four Rivulets. 6.
Another Fountain answering to that of
Neptune.
G. Wouters Cavelier delin. Bowles Sculp. Printed for
Robert Wilkinson in Cornhil & Bowles & Carver, 69
St. Paul's Church Yard, London [n.d. c. 1816]
Engraving with fine hand colouring, 280 x 430mm (11
x 17), watermarked '1816'. Repaired tear entering
image.
£260
The Piazza Navona, one of Rome's liveliest squares,
with fountains by Bernini and his great rival
Borromini.
Stock: 57401

Stock: 57299

271. [Lerici] Ericus portus.
HVC [monogram]. Henri Cliven. inven. Philipp. Gall.
excud [n.d., c.1580.]
Engraving. 175 x 250mm (7 x 9¾"), with large
margins.
£180
A view of the harbour of Lerici with the castle on a
cliff at left, a caravan approaching at right and galleys
and galleons in the sea. After Hendrick van Cleve III
(1525-c.1589).
An example of the first state, before a plate number. H:
i of ii.
Stock: 57453

274. [View of Roman ruins with large vaults
with bosse blocks]
H Cock ex. [Antwerp, n.d., c.1550.]
Engraving. 150 x 210mm (6 x 8¼"). Trimmed into
image, laid on album paper.
£220
Hieronymus Cock (c.1517-70) vistited Rome in the late
1540s, inspiring him to start up his own publishing
firm in Antwerp in 1548, which became the most
important print publishing firm from outside Italy.
After his death in 1570 the firm was continued by his
widow (Volcxken Diercx) until her death in 1600,
when many of the plates were acquired by Philips

Galle. However this plate seems to have been acquired
by the van Doetecum brothers, who published it in
'Operum Antiquorum Romanorum' in 1562, with
Cock's name removed. See BM 1983,U.317 for the van
Doetecum issue.
Stock: 57512

Stock: 57508

278. Qui si Mostra Alcuni Effetti nelle Parti
de Dentro et di Fuori del Coliseo. 9.
Batista P. Ve 1581 [Battista Pittoni of Venice, after
Heironymus Cock?]. [Venice: Francesco Ziletti?,
c.1590.]
Engraving, drawing on reverse, 17th century
watermark. 210 x 310mm (8¼ x 12¼"). Glue stains in
corners. Small margins.
£220
A view looking through the collapsed wall of the
Colosseum into the interior.
The plate was originally published in 'Discorsi sopra
l'antichità di Roma di Vicenzo Scamozzi architetto
vicentino, con XL tauole in rame' by Ziletti in 1582;
this example has had the original Latin title replaced by
an Italian title, description and key.
Stock: 57507

275. [A Roman ruin with a large barrel vault
with coffering]
H Cock ex. [Antwerp, n.d., c.1550.]
Engraving, 16th century watermark. 210 x 150 mm
(8¼ x 6"). Trimmed into image, laid on album paper.
£220
Hieronymus Cock (c.1517-70) vistited Rome in the late
1540s, inspiring him to start up his own publishing
firm in Antwerp in 1548, which became the most
important print publishing firm from outside Italy.
After his death in 1570 the firm was continued by his
widow (Volcxken Diercx) until her death in 1600,
when many of the plates were acquired by Philips
Galle. See image of BM 1950,0211.116, mis-described.
Stock: 57513

276.

Haec Habet Quosdam Formie Veteres.

14.
[engraved by Battista Pittoni of Venice, after
Heironymus Cock?]. [Venice: Francesco Ziletti, 1582.]
Engraving. 210 x 3150mm (8¼ x 12½"). Glue stains in
corners. Slight tears top right. Very slight crease not
visible from front.
£220
The ruins of a coffered archway, with a track ruining
through it.
Plate 14 of 'Discorsi sopra l'antichità di Roma di
Vicenzo Scamozzi architetto vicentino, con XL tauole
in rame'.

279. Theatrum sive Coliseum Romanum.
AnT. Lafreri Sequani Formis [n.d., c.1563].
Engraving, 16th century watermark; 235 x 335mm (9¼
x 13¼"), large margins. Glue stains in corners. One
wormhole left margin; slight central crease hardly
noticable from front.
£280
A view of the ruins of the Colosseum, from the
extensive series of the antiquities of Rome, the
'Speculum Romanæ Magnificentiæ'.
This is an example of the second state, with Lafreri's
address added. BM 1947,0319.26.51.
Stock: 57506

Stock: 57509

277. Haec Habet Scenofgraphiam
Secondorum Porticuum Colossei. 12.
P. PV [Battista Pittoni of Venice, after Heironymus
Cock?]. [Venice: Francesco Ziletti, 1582.]
Engraving, 17th century watermark. 210 x 3150mm
(8¼ x 12½"). Glue stains in corners. Small margins.
£220
A view looking through the collapsed wall of the
Colosseum into the interior.
Plate 12 of 'Discorsi sopra l'antichità di Roma di
Vicenzo Scamozzi architetto vicentino, con XL tauole
in rame'.

280. [The Colosseum?]
H Cock ex. [Antwerp, n.d., c.1550.]
Engraving, 16th century watermark. 150 x 210mm (6 x
8¼"). Trimmed into image, laid on album paper. £220
A long and curved barrel vault, probably part of the
Colosseum.

Hieronymus Cock (c.1517-70) vistited Rome in the late
1540s, inspiring him to start up his own publishing
firm in Antwerp in 1548, which became the most
important print publishing firm from outside Italy.
After his death in 1570 the firm was continued by his
widow (Volcxken Diercx) until her death in 1600,
when many of the plates were acquired by Philips
Galle. However this plate seems to have been acquired
by the van Doetecum brothers, who published it in
'Operum Antiquorum Romanorum' in 1562, with
Cock's name removed. See BM 1950,0211.111 for the
van Doetecum issue.

Etching. 225 x 280mm (8¾ x 11"). Glue stains in
corners, loss in margin bottom right, laid on album
paper. Small margins.
£220
A view of the Castel Sant'Angelo from across the
Tiber. BM Sheepshanks.5264,
Stock: 57515

Stock: 57510

Parte di Dentro del Palazzo di Farnese
disegno di Michelangnolo Buonaruoti et il
Restante di detto Architettura del Sangallo
fabricato l'anno MDXXXXV.
281.

Disegnato da Pietro ferrerio P.A.R. [Rome: Giovanni
Giacomo Rossi, c.1638.]
Etching. 240 x 350mm (9½ x 13¾"), 17th century
watermark. Stains on top right. Small margins. £220
An elevation of the inner courtyard of the Palazzo
Farnese, as designed by Michaelangelo and Antonio da
Sangallo. It was drawn by architect Pietro Ferrerio
(c.1600-54) for 'Palazzi di Roma', a series of 44 plates.
Stock: 57516

Rovine cagionale in Tivoli il di 16
Novem.re 1826 dall' escrescenza dell'Aniene.
284.

C. Reinhart fec 1826.
Etching. 340 x 450mm (17¼ x 17¾"), with large
margins. Uncut. Some foxing bottom margins. £320
A view of Tivoli showing the destruction caused by the
river Aniene flooding in 1826. In 1835, when Pope
Gregory XVI created the Villa Gregoriana, he had the
'Grand Waterfall' built as an outlet for the river, to stop
it flooding Tivoli again.
Johann Christian Reinhart (1761-1847) travelled to
Rome in 1789 on a pension from his patron, the Duke
of Sachsen-Meiningen, and was based there for the rest
of his life. His friends in Rome included the Danish
sculptor Bertel Thorvaldsen.
Stock: 57409

285. Veduta della Chiesa de S.ta Maria della
Salute in Venezia.

L'arco di Settimio, il Tempio di Giove
Statore, et Campidoglio.
282.

[after Matthijs Bril.] Guil.mo Van Nieuwlant fecit et
excud. Antuerpiæ. C. Dankerts Excudit [n.d., c. 1650].
Etching, 17th century watermark. 210 x 280mm (8¼ x
11"). Glue stains in corners. Small margins.
£220
A view of the Roman Forum, centred on the Arch of
Septimus Severus, with the Campidoglio behind.
Etched by Willem Adriaensz. van Nieulandt II and
originally published c.1605. See BM Sheepshanks.5261
for the original issue.
Stock: 57514

L'arco di Settimio, il Tempio di Giove
Statore, et Campidoglio.
283.

[Etched by Willem Adriaensz. van Nieulandt II after
Matthijs Bril.] [Antwerp: Willem Adriaensz. van
Nieulandt II, c.1605.]

Nap.e Zucoli inc. D.co Landini acq. [n.d., c.1840.]
Aquatint with fine hand colour. Sheet 170 x 210mm
(6¾ x 8¼"). Trimmed to printed border on three sides,
some spotting, laid on album paper.
£95
A view of the Church of ''Saint Mary of Health'', at the
entrance to the Grand Canal, Venice.
Stock: 57352

286. Veduta del Ponte dei Sospiri a Venezia.
N. Zucoli inc. F, Citterio acq. [n.d., c.1840.]
Aquatint with fine hand colour. Sheet 230 x 175mm (9
x 7"). Trimmed to printed border on three sides, laid on
album paper.
£130
A moonlit view of the 'Bridge of Sighs', with masked
figures boarding a gondola in the foreground.
Stock: 57353

[Appreciation of Ladies' Art] Eene
dames Kunstbeschouwing in de Kunstzaal der
Maatschappij "Arti et Amicitiae".
287.

C. Rochussen del. Joh.s de Mare sculps. Gedrucht door
J.F. Brugman. Vereeniging tot bevordering van
Beeldende Kunsten 1851.

Rare steel engraving. 310 x 350mm (12¼ x 13¾"),
Trimmed to plate at top, tear in marinb taped, some
slight surface damage.
£280
An art appreciation meeting of the Maatschappij Arti et
Amicitiae (Society for Art and Friendship), focused on
art by women.
The society was founded in 1839, on the Rokin in
Amsterdam. This meeting was held in the exhibition
room on the first floor designed by Marinus van Elven
Geradur Tetar.
Stock: 57393

291. Elisabeth Grossmann. La belle Bateliere
de Brienz.
[Johann Rauch] [n.d., c.1830.]
Aquatint with etching, with fine hand colour. Sheet 200
x 155mm (8 x 6¼"). Trimmed within plate as normal
and stuck down on left top & bottom.
£190
Elisabetha Grossmann (1795-1858, 'the beautiful
boatwoman of Brienz') ferried tourists across Lake
Brienz, and becoming an attraction herself because of
her beauty. Several portrtait prints were published. BM
1958.0712.1014
Stock: 57332

292. [The summit of Mont Blanc.]
[George Baxter.] [n.d., c. 1855.]
Baxter print, printed in oil colours. Sheet: 105 x
155mm (4¼ x 6") Trimmed as normal.
£280
Climbers celebrate reaching the summit of Mont Blanc,
opening a bottle of schnapps. From George Baxter's
series of four views of the 'Ascent of Mont Blanc',
taken from drawings made by John MacGregor who
climbed the mountain in 1853.
Stock: 57256

288. Archangel.
J.G.H. [n.d., c.1823.]
Ink and grey wash, J. Whatman watermark 1823. Sheet
205 x 255mm (8 x 10").
£390
A prospect of Archangel in northern Russia, with
sleighs drawn by horses and reindeer.
Stock: 57300

289.

[A Siberian (?) village, with a Cyrillic

title.]
M.G.C. 1844.
Lithograph. Printed area 310 x 405mm (12¼ x 16"),
with wide margins. Repaired tears, one just entering
image at top.
£260
A winter scene in a station, with horse-drawn sledges,
with figures including a Tartar.
Stock: 57477

Jannes Holm, Native of Norwegian
Lapland, with his Wife and Child, Rein Deer
etc.
290.

Drawn from Nature & on Stone by D. Dighton. [n.d.,
c.1822.]
Lithograph. Sheet 210 x 255mm (8¼ x 10"). Trimmed.
Original folds.
£260
In 1822 this Sámi family and their reindeer were
'exhibited' at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. They stood
in front of a painted backdrop and gave short sleighrides to visitors. This image is probably from a guide to
the exhibition.
Stock: 57337

293. [The Glacier du Tacconay, Mont Blanc.]
[George Baxter.] [n.d., c. 1855.]
Baxter print, printed in oil colours. Sheet: 105 x
155mm (4¼ x 6") Trimmed as normal. Slight damage
top right.
£220
Climbers on Mont Blanc, from George Baxter's series
of four views of the 'Ascent of Mont Blanc', taken from
drawings made by John MacGregor who climbed the
mountain in 1853.
Stock: 57255

294. [The Mur de la Cote, Mont Blanc.]
[George Baxter.] [n.d., c. 1855.]
Le Blond / Baxter print, printed in oil colours. Sheet:
105 x 155mm (4¼ x 6") Trimmed as normal. Slight
damage top right.
£220
Climbers on Mont Blanc, from George Baxter's series
of four views of the 'Ascent of Mont Blanc', taken from
drawings made by John MacGregor who climbed the
mountain in 1853.
Stock: 57365

295. The Cape of Good Hope. Le Cap de
bonne Esperance.
J. Van Ryne delin. Publish'd according to Act of
Parliament. London Printed for Rob.t Sayer opposite
Fetter Lane Fleet Street [n.d., c.1754].
Coloured engraving. 260 x 405mm (10¼ x 16"), on
18th century watermarked paper. Narrow bottom
margin.
£260
A view of Cape Town, surrounded by Dutch shipping,
Table Mountain behind.
Stock: 57408

296. [12 Illustrations from ''Domestic
Manners of the Americans'' by Frances Milton
Trollope.]
Hervieu del.t. A Ducotes Lithog. 70 S.t Martin's Lane.
[n.d., c.1832.]
12 lithographs. Each sheet: 195 x 125mm (7¾ x 5'').
£480
A collection of twelve illustrations from ''Domestic
Manners of the Americans'' by British writer Frances
Milton Trollope. Titles include: 'Methodist Preacher
Baltimore'; 'Evening at a Boarding House'; 'Wood
Cutters Cabin on the Mississipi'; 'Member of
Congress'; 'Ancient and Modern Republics'; 'Debate
Between Owen & Campbell'; 'Philosophical Millnery
Store'; 'The Solemnity of Justice'; 'Toilet'; 'Ex Pede
Herculem'; 'Miss Clarissa and Mr Smith'; 'Live Stock
Virginia 1830'. Trollope wrote about her travels
throughout the USA and the people she met, she was
horrified by the egalitarian middle class, slavery and
the lack of manners and learning. Mrs Trollope wrote
strongly against slavery the illustration 'Live Stock
Virginia 1830' shows a white man holding up an
elderly black man.
Stock: 50980

The British Museum describes Francis Anone as an
'Obscure publisher' and only list two prints, portraits of
Bonaparte and Moreau on horseback.
Stock: 57328

298. Inhabitants of California.
[London: Darton, Harvey and Darton, c.1818.]
Engraving with original hand colour, Sheet 150 x
90mm (6 x 3½").
£120
The bearded man sits cross-legged, wearing a feathered
turban; the woman stands in a feathered skirt, barebreasted.
A plate from Mary Anne Venning's A Geographical
Present; being being descriptions of the principal
countries of the world. With representations of the
various Inhabitants in their respective costumes,
beautifully coloured'.
Stock: 57327

299. Iroquois Indians of Canada. F.
[London: Darton, Harvey and Darton, c.1818.]
Engraving with original hand colour, Sheet 150 x
90mm (6 x 3½").
£95
The man carries a musket, bow and quiver of arrows,
and the woman holds a baby in a papoose.
A plate from Mary Anne Venning's A Geographical
Present; being being descriptions of the principal
countries of the world. With representations of the
various Inhabitants in their respective costumes,
beautifully coloured'.
Stock: 57323

300. Man & Woman of Mexico.
[London: Darton, Harvey and Darton, c.1818.]
Engraving with original hand colour, Sheet 150 x
90mm (6 x 3½").
£70
The man carries a bow and quiver of arrows on a
backpack, the woman has a baby in a papoose.
A plate from Mary Anne Venning's A Geographical
Present; being being descriptions of the principal
countries of the world. With representations of the
various Inhabitants in their respective costumes,
beautifully coloured'.
Stock: 57326

297. [George III and George Washington]
Fame, Crowning the Bust of his Majesty
George the Third with Laurels. [&] Virtue,
Weeping over the Tomb of George
Washington, President of the American
Congress.
Published June 20th 1800 by Fran.s Anone No. 25
High Holborn.
Scarce pair of rare mezzotints with original hand
colour. 355 x 255mm (14 x 10"). Both plates with
worming in small margins and printed borders. £480
A pair of allegorical figures of women standing over
sculpted portraits of George III and George
Washington (six months after his death).

301. Natives of Virginia _ Indians.
[London: Darton, Harvey and Darton, c.1818.]
Engraving with original hand colour, Sheet 150 x
90mm (6 x 3½").
£95
The man carries a bow and a large arrow, the woman a
tobacco leaf.
A plate from Mary Anne Venning's A Geographical
Present; being being descriptions of the principal
countries of the world. With representations of the
various Inhabitants in their respective costumes,
beautifully coloured'.
Stock: 57324

302. Map of the United States of North
America, Upper & Lower Canada, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia & British Columbia,
Mexico, Cuba, Jamaica, St Domingo and the
Bahama Islands.

By T. Ettling. Supplement to The Illustrated London
News, June 1st 1861.
Wood engraving with colour printing. Printed area 780
x 920mm (30¾ x 36¼"). Splits in binding folds. £280
A map of the United States of America at the outbreak
of the Civil War, with the states colour-coded to
differentiate between Union and Confederacy. The day
of issue, June 1st 1861, the Federal Army entered
Virginia.
Stock: 57402

303. [Loading timber onto a ship, Canada.]
[n.d., c.1840.]
Tinted lithograph. Printed area 165 x 250mm (6½ x
9¾").
£240
A sailing ship at a dock with a conveyor to load timber.
Stock: 57354

304. Toussaint Louverture. Neger General
auf St. Domingo.
J. Sun. pinx. [Fürth, n.d., 1802.]
Stipple. Sheet 120 x 95mm (4¾ x 3¾"). Trimmed
within plate.
£280
Oval portrait of François-Dominique Toussaint
Louverture (1743-1803) in uniform. A Haitian military
and political leader who led a successful slave
insurrection (1791-93, he established the first Blackled government in the Americas. There are no known
portaits taken from life.
This was the frontispiece portrait to 'ToussaintLouverture's frühere Geschichte'. He died in a French
prison the year after publication.
Stock: 57319

306. Omai a native of Ulaietea, Bought into
England in the Year 1774, by Tobias Furneaux
Esq,r Commander of his Majesty's Ship
Adventure; Humbly Inscribed to the Right
Hon.ble John Earl of Sandwichm First
Commissioner for executing the Office of Lord
High Admiral of Great Britain and Irelandl;
&c. &c. &c. By his Lordship's most devoted
humble Servant, Fra.s Bartolozzi.

305. First Exhibition held in the Museum,
Sydney, N.S.W. 1855. [Taken from a
Daguerreotype by Gow, 348. George Street].

N. Dance del. F. Bartolozzi sculp. Publish'd according
to Act of Parl.t 25th Oct.r 1774.
Stipple with engraving. 545 x 330mm (21½ x 13").
Framed. Crease across image, slight damp staining,
damage to lower platemark and inscription area.
Unexamined out of frame.
£1500
A full-length portrait of Mai (c.1751-79, known in
Britain as Omai), dressed in tapa cloth, with a
feathered circlet in his right hand. The wooden pillowstool in his left is now in the Musée de Tahiti et des
Iles.
Born on Ra'iatea, he fled to Tahiti where he was
wounded in the encounter with Samuel Wallis'
'Dolphin'. He met both Wallis, and James Cook and
Joseph Banks on Cook's First Voyage (1769), before
travelling to England with Tobias Furneaux in 1773.
He arrived at Portsmouth on 14 July 1774, and was
feted as 'a noble savage', meeting the Earl of Sandwich
and George III, and painted by Joshua Reynolds as
well as Nathaniel Dance. He returned to Huahine with
Cook in August 1777; in 1789 William Bligh was told
that Omai had died two years later.

[Lithographed by F.C. Terry.] [Sydney: John
Degotardi, 1855.]
Scarce lithograph. Sheet 275 x 385mm (10¾ x 15¼").
Trimmed to image and laid on album paper. title
excised and pasted separately, losing some text. £320
A view of the interior of the Australian Museum,
Sydney, with an exhibition of the ‘natural and
industrial products’ from New South Wales that were
to be sent to the 1855 Paris Exposition.
Although 'taken from a Daguerrotype' by James Gow
(1823-88), the transfer of the image was done
manually: photolithography arrived in Australia in
1859.
Stock: 57446

Stock: 57266

307. [The Encampment at Dadur with the
entrance to the Bolan Pass.]
[Drawn by James Atkinson, lithographed by Louis &
Charles Haghe.] [London: H. Graves & Co., 1842.]
Tinted lithograph with original hand colour. Trimmed
to image and laid on card, as issued, image 250 x
365mm (10 x 14¼"). Slight toning of paper.
£360
A view of the Army of the Indus camped on their way
to Afghanistan via the Bolan Pass, now in Pakistan.
Atkinson described the scene: ''On the foreground is
Khalik Dad, Belooch, governor of Dadur and his
attendant, and some of the wearied camp-followers
preparing their scanty meal. As far as the eye can reach
from the camp, desolation has marked this arid spot,
and the progress to it was a most arduous one; water
rarely met with, but in small quantities, and forage
equally scarce''.

308. A Front View of the Temple of Solomon
with its Holy Vessels also ye Tabernacle of
Moses with its appurtenances taken from the
Modell erected at Hamborough at the Expence
of the Learned and Judicious Councellor
Schott, and lately brought into Englanbd &
shown to his Majesty & the Nobility here with
great satisfaction [...]
London Published August 28th 1798 by J. Evans, No
42 Long Lane, West Smithfield.
Etching. Two sheets conjoined, 600 x 940mm (23½ x
37"). Framed. Unexamined out of frame.
£1350
A large illustration of a model of the Temple of
Jerusalem as imagined by Juan Bautista Villalpando
(1552-1608), with 14 insets, including a meeting of the
Sanhedrim and the 'Sanctum Sanctorum'.
The 3.35 metre long model was made by Rathsherr

From the subscription edition of 'Sketches in
Afghaunistan' by James Atkinson (1780-1852),
'Superintending Surgeon of the Army of the Indus,
Bengal Division' during the ill-fated British expedition
into Afghanistan (1838-42). A Persian scholar and
linguist, Atkinson has been described as 'a Renaissance
man among Anglo-Indians'. Because of his languages
he met many of the Afghan protagonists, including
both Shah Shoojah-ool-Moolk and Dost Mohammad
Khan. Fortunately he left the British garrison in 1840
to take another post, thus avoiding the disastrous
retreat from Kabul in 1842. In his book 'The
Expedition into Afghanistan', also published 1842, he
compared the British presence in Afghanistan to
Sisyphus rolling his stone up the hill. Abbey Travel:
508.
Stock: 57385

Gerhard Schott (1641-1702) of Hamburg, to be
exhibited alongside an opera ''The Destruction of
Jerusalem'', which appeared in two parts in 1692,
libretto by Christian Heinrich Postel and music was by
the Kapell-meister F. G. Conradi. About 1724 the
model was sent to London by Schott's heirs in an
attempt to sell it and recoup some of the money spent
on building it. The 24th February 1724 issue of the
Daily Post advertised ''a large two Sheet print [...]
taken from the Model erected at Hamborough, and
lately brought to Town'. According to a 1890 letter
from the Hamburg Record Office the model is now in
the collection of the Royal Saxon Antiquaries
Association at Dresden.
The publisher John Evans, was a publisher of popular
prints, re-issuing old maps and prints.
https://freemasonry.bcy.ca/aqc/schott.html
Stock: 57312
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